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Abstract 
In this thesis, Newman-Penrose techniques are used to obtain some new exact solu-
tions to Einstein's field equations of general relativity and to assist in the physical 
interpretation of some exact radiative space-times. Attention is restricted to alge-
braically special space-times with a twist-free, repeated principal null congruence. 
In particular, the Robinson-Trautman type N solutions, which describe expand-
ing gravitational waves, are investigated for all possible values of the cosmological 
constant A and the Gaussian curvature parameter E. The wave surfaces are always 
(hemi-)spherical, with successive surfaces displaced along time-like, space-like or 
null lines, depending on E. Explicit sandwich waves of this class are studied in 
Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter backgrounds and a particular family of such 
solutions, which can be used to represent snapping or decaying cosmic strings, is 
considered in detail. The singularity and global structure of the solutions is also 
presented. 
In the remaining part of the thesis, the complete family of space-times with 
a non-expanding, shear-free, twist-free, geodesic principal null congruence (Kundt 
waves), that are of algebraic type III and for which the cosmological constant (Ac) 
is non-zero, is presented. The possible presence of an aligned pure radiation field is 
also assumed. These space-times generalise the known vacuum solutions of type N 
with arbitrary Ac and type III with Ac = O. It is shown that there are two, one and 
three distinct classes of solutions when Ac is respectively zero, positive and negative 
and, in these cases, the wave surfaces are plane, spherical or hyperboloidal in 
Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter backgrounds respectively. The singularities 
which occur in these space-times are interpreted in terms of envelopes of these wave 
surfaces. Again, by considering functions of the retarded time which "cross-over" 
between canonical types, sandwich waves are also studied. The limiting cases of 
these, giving rise to shock or impulsive waves, are also considered. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and objectives 
The approach to be adopted in this thesis is as follows: in this chapter a brief 
introduction to the Kundt and Robinson-Trautman families of solutions to Ein-
stein's equations is given, together with a specification of the aims and objectives 
of the thesis in terms of the existing literature on these topics. More references 
to published literature are given in the thesis as the context arises. In chapter 
2 the notation to be used in subsequent chapters is given, together with a brief 
summary of the Newman-Penrose approach to the solution of Einstein's equations. 
In particular, in chapter 2 the preliminary assumptions which are common to both 
chapters 3 and 4 are introduced. 
In chapter 3 the metric appropriate to the Robinson-Trautman type N solutions 
with non-zero cosmological constant is briefly described. The Robinson-Trautman 
solutions [1]-[3] are algebraically special solutions having a repeated principal null 
direction which is associated with an expanding, shear-free and twist-free null 
geodesic congruence. Despite the solutions being well-known, their physical in-
terpretation is known only for a few very special cases (e.g. Schwarzschild). An 
attempt is made in this thesis to clarify the physical meaning of the type N solu-
tions of this class. These solutions can be classified [4], [5] in terms of two constant 
parameters - the cosmological constant A, and the Gaussian curvature 2e of par-
ticular spatial sections. Some physical aspects of these solutions have been inves-
tigated [6] using an analysis of geodesic deviation, but in chapter 3 of this thesis 
the weak field limit of these solutions, in which the metric approaches the back-
ground Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter space-times, is studied. In this way, 
it is possible to separate physical and coordinate effects and hence analyse exactly 
the geometrical properties of the wave surfaces and the locations of any singular-
ities which appear in the metric. Next, we consider a particular family of exact 
sandwich wave solutions. Since these again propagate in Minkowski, de Sitter or 
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anti-de Sitter backgrounds, the geometry of the wavefronts can again be analysed 
completely. In particular, the possibility that some sandwich wave solutions of 
this type might be interpreted in terms of snapping and decaying cosmic strings in 
the corresponding backgrounds is investigated. One simple case of this was briefly 
presented in [7], but the full family of such solutions in different backgrounds and 
for different families of wave surfaces and profiles is described here. Next, spherical 
impulsive gravitational waves in backgrounds of constant curvature are considered. 
These solutions are well known [8]-[9], and can be constructed by various methods 
in all of the above backgrounds. It has sometimes been argued, however, that 
these solutions cannot be considered as impulsive Robinson-Trautman solutions, 
as they would involve the square of the delta function appearing in the metric 
when written in Garcia-Plebanski coordinates. Nevertheless, it has recently been 
demonstrated [10] that these limits are indeed reasonable. In chapter 3 we are 
able to obtain the the impulsive limits of the sandwich waves explicitly and hence 
examine this conjecture. 
In chapter 4 we consider the Kundt class of solutions. These are characterised 
by the geometrical property that they admit a non-expanding and non-twisting 
repeated principal null congruence. This family includes some of the best known 
exact solutions of Einstein's equations, such as the Bertotti-Robinson universe and 
the pp waves. A more general family of plane-fronted waves is also well-known [3] 
and described as Kundt's class. Since this class is characterised by the fact that 
it possesses a repeated principal null geodesic congruence which has zero twist 
and shear, it may be considered as the non-expanding equivalent ofthe expanding 
Robinson-Trautman solutions discussed in chapter 3. In the original papers of 
Kundt [11]-[12] it was shown that, for zero cosmological constant, but with a 
possible aligned pure radiation field, these space-times are of algebraic types Ill, 
Nor O. Together, these are characterised as the only radiation fields which possess 
plane wave surfaces. The type D space-times which satisfy the above criteria, and 
some type Il space-times, are also known (see [3] and references cited therein). 
Although less straightforward than for the Robinson-Trautman solutions, the 
introduction of a non-zero cosmological constant (Ac) into the families of non-
expanding type N vacuum space-times has been achieved by Garcia Dfaz and 
Plebanski [4] and analysed further by Ozsvath, Robinson and R6zga [13] and by 
Bicak and Podolsky [5]-[6]. Podolsky and Ortaggio [14] performed a major ratio-
nalisation and described a large family of explicit K undt type II and N solutions 
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with Ac ~ 0 and interpreted them as gravitational waves in various backgrounds. 
By considering a general metric containing various arbitrary functions, they showed 
that the backgrounds are either type D or 0 universes. However, no type III solu-
tions with a non-zero cosmological constant have been studied. Chapter 4 of this 
thesis presents a comprehensive derivation of all type III solutions within Kundt's 
class with a non-zero cosmological constant and an aligned pure radiation field. 
In the course of this analysis, a new family of type N solutions for which the cos-
mological constant is necessarily non-zero is also presented. Finally, these type 
III space-times are interpreted physically, at least in the weak field limit, in a 
similar way to the approach of chapter 3. This interpretation clearly relates to 
the conformally-fiat analysis given in [15J. In the present case, however, the non-
zero cosmological constant considerably complicates the analysis. Finally, some 
aspects of composite waves involfing different canonical solutions in combination 
are studied. 
Some of the work in this thesis has been reported in [7J, [16J and [17J. 
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Chapter 2 
Newman-Penrose notation for 
algebraically-special solutions 
with twist-free rays. 
This chapter contains a brief summary of the notation used in this thesis and a 
brief review of the Newman-Penrose approach [18J to the solution of Einstein's 
equations. In particular, the assumptions common to both chapters 3 and 4 are 
specified. 
As usual, space-time is defined as a Coo Hausdorff manifold together with a 
locally Lorentz metric gp,v with signature ( + , - , - , -). A symmetric lin-
ear connection is also assumed and, since we are assuming a Pseudo-Riemannian 
spacetime, this connection can be formed from the metric tensor and its deriva-
tives. Similarly, the connection and its derivatives can be used to form the Rie-
mann Curvature Tensor (designated here R\p,J which has twenty independent 
components, ten of which are associated with the independent components of the 
Ricci tensor Rp,v, the remaining ten being associated with the independent com-
ponents of the Weyl tensor C,.>.p,v' The Ricci tensor components are related to the 
energy-momentum tensor via Einstein's equations: 
According to the Newman-Penrose notation, we define a null tetrad, i.e. a system 
of four null vectors: 
(lP, and n" real, mP, complex) which satisfy the relations: lp,n" = 1, m"m,!' = -1, 
with all other combinations zero. The tetrad components satisfy the completeness 
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relation: 
Clearly the relations above will also hold when the vectors are transformed in 
certain ways and these are given in Appendix A. Having defined a null tetrad, we 
may now express the Ricci and Weyl tensors in terms of their tetrad components. 
The tetrad components of the Ricci tensor components are defined as: 
<Poo - -!R II'IV 2 I'V 
<PO! - <1>10 = -! Rl'vll'mv 
<P02 - <1>20 = -~Rl'vml'mv 
<PH - -~Rl'v(ll'nv + ml'mV) 
<P12 - <1>2J = -!Rl'vnl'mv 
<P22 - -!Rl'vnl'nv 
A 1 R" 
- 24 " 
and the five complex Weyl tensor components defined as: 
,T. - C 11< >'11' v 
'J.'o - - /'i,AJ,W m m, 
,T. _ C 1<1>' I' - v 
'.:1'3 - - ItAP.Vn n m , ,T. C I< - >. I' - v "'4 = - 1<>'l'vn m n m 
The spin coefficients are the tetrad components of the covariant derivative of 
the tetrad vectors. They are defined in our notation as follows: 
K 
- II';vml'lv 
1/ -I' v 
-
-nJ.'jllm n 
p 
-
I I' - v I';vm m 
J.£ -I' v - -nJ1.jlIm m 
a 
-
I I' v J1.;Vm m 
A -tt-v 
-
-np.jVm m 
T 
-
I I' v J1.jllm n 
7r 
-
- I'lv 
-nJ.'jVm 
€ 
-
1 (I I'lv -I'IV) '2 J.'jVn - mp'jlIm 
1 I'-V -I'-v 
et 
- Z(ll';vn m - ml';vm m ) 
(J 
-
1 (I I' v -I' V) 2' J.'wn m - mJ1.jVm m 
'Y - 1 (I I' v -I' V) '2 JJjVn n - mJ.'jVm n 
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As will be seen below, some of the spin coefficients describe certain geometrical 
properties of the null congruence to which the tetrad vector II' or (nl') is tangent. 
In order to proceed, we now need to use the tetrad vectors to define the three 
intrinsic derivatives. They are given by: 
D == II'V 1" (2.2) 
We may apply these to a scalar function rfJ( xl'). In general these intrinsic derivative 
operators do not commute and the commutation relations between them play a 
vital role in the Newman-Penrose approach. 
Applying the Ricci identity to the tetrad vectors leads to the first set of 
Newman-Penrose identities. These effectively relate the intrinsic derivatives of the 
spin coefficients to the components of the Weyl and Ricci tensors. In principle, 
these can be integrated to obtain the spin coefficients and hence the metric. The 
integrability conditions on these differential equations are the Bianchi identities 
and are known as the second Newman-Penrose identities. 
In order to begin simplifying the equations, we need to specify some algebraic 
and geometrical properties of the space-times which we wish to study, since these 
will have implications for the spin coefficients. 
We first assume that the space-time is algebraically special (Le not Petrov type 
I). Hence it possesses a repeated principal null direction (degenerate eigenvector 
of the Weyl tensor) with which we may everywhere align the tetrad vector II'. It 
can then be shown that the existence of a principal null direction repeated with 
multiplicity two implies that the first two complex tetrad components of the Weyl 
tensor satisfy: Wo = 0 = W b with respect to any tetrad associated with II' . 
Next we assume that the Newman-Penrose quantity A arises only through 
the presence of a non-zero cosmological constant Ac, and we need to know the 
relation between these two quantities. To specify this relation, we recall that 
conformal flatness (constant curvature) requires the Weyl tensor components Cx>.p.v 
to disappear and also the traceless tensor, 
which arises in the expansion of the curvature tensor: 
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By combining the requirement that Bp.v = Rp.v - ~Rgp.v = 0 with equation 
(2.1), with the assumption of empty space (Tp.v = 0), we have: 
1 
Ac = 4R= 6A, 
and thus the required relation. 
We now assume the presence of a null electromagnetic field, whose principal 
null direction is aligned with that of the Weyl tensor. This gives the condition: 
where the three cI>i are the complex tetrad components of the electromagnetic field 
tensor, i.e. the analogues of the Wi components of the Weyl tensor. Through 
Einstein's equations for the electromagnetic field in vacuum, expressed as : 
we thus have that all components of the Ricci tensor are zero except for cI>22 and 
A. In fact, for most of this thesis, we will simply assume the presence of any pure 
radiation field satisfying these conditions without requiring it to be an electromag-
netic field (i.e. Maxwell's equations will not generally be applied). According to 
the Mariot-Robinson theorem [19], [20] this condition implies that the repeated 
principal null direction is tangent to a shear-free and geodesic null congruence. 
To relate these results to the spin coefficients, and hence simplify the equations 
to be solved, we note that a congruence is called geodesic if vectors tangent to it are 
transported parallel to themselves (the intrinsic derivative along the congruence is 
parallel to the tangent), i.e. if: 
Dll' = All' 
(where the parameter A should not be confused with the spin coefficient A). If, in 
addition, A = 0 then the parameter along the repeated principal null congruence 
(denoted by r) is affine and will remain so under transformations: r -+I' with f 
satisfying: 
{j2f 
8r2 = 0, 
i.e. f linearly related to r. Performing the expansion of the intrinsic derivative of 
the tetrad vector II' gives: 
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i.e. the congruence is geodesic if and only if the spin coefficient K, is zero and affine 
if and only if € + € = O. Since it is always possible to choose an affine parameter, 
this last condition is assumed, with further use of this freedom restricted according 
to DR = 0, using the notation of the freedoms described in Appendix A. 
For a geodesic, affinely parameterised congruence, the shear of the congruence 
may be shown to equal the spin coefficient (T. Similarly, Im(p) and Re(p) can 
be shown to represent the twist and the expansion of the congruence, respectively. 
Here we make the assumption that the twist is zero, i.e. that p - p = O. In 
addition, we can use the tetrad freedom (Appendix A) of rotation in the 2-space 
spanned by ml' : 
With R = 1 this can be seen to give: 
i.e. 
t - ~ = € - € + iDS 
and we may choose S such that DS = i(€ - €) and hence put € - € = O. Since we 
already have that € + € = 0 we obtain € = 0 (restricting further uses of the freedom 
to those satisfying DS = 0). 
Under the above assumptions, the tetrad vector II' is proportional to the gradi-
ent of a scalar field. We can therefore introduce a function u such that II' = Au,w 
Then the family of surfaces u = constant can be considered as wave surfaces. In 
addition, we will subsequently adopt u as a (null) coordinate. 
We now wish to use the tetrad freedom II' -> RP' to set T - et - /3 = O. We 
already have the requirement that DR = 0 to keep € + € = O. We may now use 
appendix A to see the effect of R on T, a and /3. We obtain: 
and hence we can choose R to satisfy 
€+€=O=T-et-/3 
In summary, we have simplified the spin coefficients such that: 
(T=K,=€=P-P=T-et-/3=O. 
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Although in chapters 3 and 4 we will make further assumptions about the spin 
coefficients, the simplifications above apply to both chapters and result in the 
following forms for the Ricci and Bianchi identities and commutator relations: 
Ricci identities 
Dp 
-
p2 (2.3) 
Dr - per + il') (2.4) 
D/3 - p/3 (2.5) 
D"'( 
- (f - jj)(r + il') + /3('F + 71') + r7l' + \[12 - A (2.6) 
D>" - 871' 
-
p>.. + 71'2 + 71'( 'F - 2jj) (2.7) 
Dp, - 071' 
- pp, + 71'il' - 71'( r - 2(3) + \[12 + 2A (2.8) 
Dv - /171' 
- p,(7I' + 'F) + >..(il' + r) + 71'("'( -1) + \[13 . (2.9) 
/1>.. - 8v 
- ->..(p, + Ji + 3"'( -1) + v(7I' + 2(T - jj)) - \[14 (2.10) 
op 
- pr (2.11) 
O'F - ojj - 8/3 - pp, + r'F + 4/3jj - 3'F/3 - jjr - \[12 + A (2.12) 
0>.. - 8p, 
- 71'(p, - Ji) + p,'F + >..(r - 4(3) - \[13 (2.13) 
ov - /1p, 
- p,2 + >"A + p,("'( + 1) - V7I' - 2v/3 + <I>22 (2.14) 
0"'( - /1/3 
-
p,r - /3("'( -1- p,) + A('F - jj) (2.15) 
Or 
- pA + 2r(J (2.16) 
/1p- 8r 
- -PJi + 2r(jj - 'F) + p("'( + 1) - \[12 - 2A (2.17) 
/1'F - /1jj - h 
- pv - >..(r + (3) + ('F - jj)(1- Ji) + "'((jj - 'F) - \[13 (2.18) 
Biant:hi identities 
D\[I2 
-
3p\[l2 
0\[12 
-
3r\[l2 
D\[I3 - 8\[12 
-
371'\[12 + 2p\[l3 
0\[13 - /1\[12 - ~D<I>22 - 3p,W2 + 2(r - (3)W3 + lp<I>22 
DW4 - 8W3 - -3>..\[12 + 2('F - jj + 271')\[13 + PW4 
/1\[13 - 0\[14 + 8<I>22 - 3v\[l2 - 2("'( + 2p,)\[I3 - (r - 4(3)\[14 
-'F<I>22 
D<I>22 = 2P<I>22 
where we have used the fact that (since A = const): 
DA = 8A = /1A = O. 
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(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Commutator relations acting on a scalar function <jJ 
(flD - Dfl)<jJ 
- (-y + 'Y)D<jJ - (7 + 1t)5<jJ - (1' + rr)o<jJ (2.26) 
(OD - DO)<jJ - (7 -1t)D<jJ - po<jJ (2.27) 
(M - flo)<jJ 
- -iiD<jJ + )..5<jJ + (J-L - 'Y + 1)0<jJ (2.28) 
(50 - 85)<jJ - (jl- J-L)D<jJ + (2/3 - 7)5<jJ + (1' - 2(j)0<jJ (2.29) 
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Chapter 3 
The diverging case: 
Robinson-Trautman solutions 
3.1 The Robinson-Trautman metric 
The family of Robinson-Trautman solutions [1]- [2] is well known (see also [21] 
and chapter 24 in [3]). They are algebraically special solutions having a repeated 
principal null direction which is associated with an expanding, shear-free and twist-
free null geodesic congruence. However, in general, these solutions are not well 
understood. A complete physical interpretation is only known for a few very 
special cases (of type D). It is the purpose of the present chapter to clarify the 
physical meaning of the type N solutions of this class. 
Before presenting these type N results in detail, the general family of Robinson-
Trautman (RT) metrics for the case which includes a non-zero cosmological con-
stant (Ac), and the associated Robinson-Trautman equation, will be briefly pre-
sented. Then the type D Robinson-Trautman solutions will be put into some 
context from the literature before concentrating on type N solutions, weak-field 
limits and sandwich waves. 
We will assume the gravitational field to possess a shear-free, twist-free geodesic 
congruence with non-zero expansion. We will not assume vacuum solutions at this 
stage but will include the possible presence of an aligned null field and hence 
<P22 (the only non-zero component of the trace-free Ricci tensor) will be explicitly 
calculated. The metric in the case of zero cosmological constant is given in [3] 
(note different signature) as: 
2 . 
ds2 = 2dudr - 2Uduz - 2 ;zdCd( (3.1) 
where u is a retarded time, r is the affine parameter, C is a complex coordinate 
and U(u, r, (, () and P(u, C, () are real functions, P being independent of r. 
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The derivation of the tetrad components, spin coefficients and metric functions 
is also well-known for the case 11. = 0 , where 11. is the Newman-Penrose quantity 
defined in the notation of chapter 2 as 11. = II.c/6 . In order to generalize to 11. f 0 
it is necessary to note that 11. appears explicitly in four of the Ricci equations and 
three Bianchi (integrability) conditions. This results in the same form of metric 
as in (3.1) but with 
2m 
2U = -~ log P + 2r(log P),u + -;:- + 211.r2 
where m = m(u) is a constant of integration and ~ is defined as: 
02 ~ = 2p2 0(0'. 
Using the tetrad and differential operators: 
and 
ll' = or, 
o D=-, or 
ml' = P (o~ + io~), 
r 
o 0 ~=-+U-ou or 
the non-zero spin coefficients are given by: 
1 p=--
r 
1 -
a= -P:-=-{3 2r " 
PO 8=2-~ 
r &( 
1 m 
'Y = --(logP) u + - -lI.r 2 '2r2 
1/ = -P(log P) _ + P(~ log P),( 
,(u 2r 
15 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
The Weyl curvature components are: 
P(lllogP),C;' 
2r2 
The pure radiation field is given by 
where 
1 1 
'lI4 = r2 [P2{2".6. log P - r(1ogP), ... },cl" 
(3.11) 
<l>~2 = ~.6..6.10gP+3m(lOgp), ... -m, ... (3.12) 
(Note that all functions (except P) which are independent of r are given the 
superscript 0). These expressions satisfy the Bianchi identities, as required. 
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3.2 Discussion of Robinson-Trautman solutions 
This section will briefly discuss some aspects of the Robinson-Trautman solutions 
presented in the previous section for the pure radiation case. 
The Robinson-'frautman metric in its general form is given by (3.1)-(3.2). The 
Robinson-Trautman equation is the equation for a vacuum field and is clearly: 
1 
4LlLl log P + 3m(logP),u - m,u = 0 (3.13) 
where 
Lllog P = 2€(u, (, () (3.14) 
is the Gaussian curvature of the surfaces T, U = const. 
From (3.11) it can be seen that Petrov type D and type II solutions must have 
non-zero m. Thus the case of non-zero m will now be considered, while the type 
N solutions will be considered in the subsequent section. The type III solutions 
will be mentioned at the end of this chapter. 
With m =I 0 few explicit RT metrics are known and still fewer have been inter-
preted physically [3]. Among those that have are the Schwarzschild metric [22], the 
special Kasner metric [23] and the static metric of plane symmetry discovered by 
Bonnor [24]. Another type D solution is the well-known C metric [25]-[27]. How-
ever, Robinson-Trautman vacuum space-times have been increasingly studied in re-
cent years (Isaacson and Winicour [28], Derryet al [29], Hogan and Trautman [30], 
Rendall [31], Chrusciel [32], [33] and Chrusciel and Singleton [34] ). In these stud-
ies, the RT space-times were shown to exist globally for all positive "times". Since 
the cosmological constant does not enter into the Robinson-Thautman equation 
this conclusion also holds for spacetimes with a non-zero value for this constant. 
Furthermore, whereas the initial studies showed RT metrics converging asymptot-
ically to Schwarzschild metrics at large retarded times, Bicak and Podolsky [35] 
showed that for non-zero cosmological constant the limit was Schwarzschild-de 
Sitter. Bonnor [36] has interpreted an axially-symmetric type II RT metric as a 
rocket accelerated by the anisotropic emission of null fluid. Dain, Moreschi and 
Gleiser [37] pointed out the relation between the photon rocket space-times and 
the Robinson-Trautman geometries. By transforming to Bondi-Sachs coordinates, 
von der Gonna and Kramer [38] have shown that the Kinnersley photon rocket 
is the only axisymmetric Robinson-'frautman solution with pure radiation that 
does not contain gravitational radiation. The global structure of the Robinson-
Trautman radiative space-times of type II with any cosmological constant have 
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been further analysed by Bicak and Podolsky [39]. They have demonstrated that 
the smoothness of the extension of the metrics across the horizon, as compared 
with the case A = 0, can increase for A > 0 and decreases for A < o. Due to the 
nature of their singularities, the RT solutions have been interpreted in terms of 
snapping cosmic strings [40], [41]. 
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3.3 The Robinson-'Irautman type N solutions 
The Robinson-Trautman type N solutions can be defined as in the previous section 
with m = 0 and € = €(u), since (3.11) and (3.14) imply that € is independent of ( 
and (. Hence (from 3.12) they are necessarily vacuum. The function 2€(u) is the 
Gaussian curvature of the 2-surfaces 2P-2d( d(. The following coordinate freedom 
can always be used to set € to -1, 0 or +1: 
u = g(u), if r = -;-, 
9 
since inserting this into the metric results in 
The solutions can then be classified [4], [5] as RT N(Ac, E), although instead of 
the first of these parameters we will usually use the Newman-Penrose quantity A 
(here related to the cosmological constant via A = 4f). Some physical aspects of 
these solutions have been investigated [6] using an analysis of geodesic deviation. 
It can be seen from (3.1) and (3.2) that all Robinson-Trautman solutions of 
Petrov type N with a possibly non-zero cosmological constant are given by the line 
element 
The function P«(,(,u) has to satisfy the Robinson-Trautman field equation 
(3.14) which becomes 
p 2(logP)", = €(u). 
This has the general solution [21] 
(3.16) 
where F = F«(, u) is an arbitrary complex function of u and (, holomorphic in (. 
The only non-zero component of the Weyl tensor is then given by 
These solutions always contain singular points on each wave surface, which combine 
to form singular lines. These singularities are generally not well understood, but 
some aspects of them will be described below. 
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Substituting P = (1 + €F F)(p,(F,,)-1/2, the line element (3.15) becomes 
2r2 _ _ 
2dudr- (1 + €FF) 2 (p'(d()(P';;d() 
2 [ _ €r(FF,u + FF,u) : (p,(U FlU) -A 2] d 2 + 10 (1 + €F F) + 2 p,( + p,;; r u. 
Now choosing F((, u) as a coordinate, labelled e, in place of (, and putting p,u = f, 
the line element above becomes 
2r2 _ _ 
2dudr - (1 + €ee)2(de - fdu)(de - fdu) 
[ €r(U+eJ) r( -) 2] 2 +2 10 - (1 + IOW + 2 h + fl - Ar du. (3.18) 
It is also convenient to put 
and introduce a new coordinate v in place of r, defined by v = r/'I/;. The line 
element (3.18) then becomes 
ds2 = 2'1/; du dv - 2(A.A + 'l/;B)du2 + 2v.A de du + 2vA de du - 2v2dede, (3.19) 
where 
A - €e+vj 
1 (- 2 B - -10 - '2 h + h)v + A'I/;v 
'I/; - 1 +€e~. 
This is the alternative representation of the RI' N(Ac, 10) class of solutions that was 
given by Garcia Dfaz and Plebanski [4]. In this form, the metric is expressed in 
terms of an arbitrary complex function f(e, u) which is holomorphic in the complex 
spatial coordinate e. 
BicM and Podolsky [5] have expressed the transformation which relates these 
two forms of the metric as 
e - F(,u) = J f(e(,u),u)du 
r 
v 
- l+€FF 
P 
-
(1 + €FF) (F,(p"t l / 2 
However, it will be useful, when dealing with background space-time calculations, 
to bear in mind that if f is independent of e (Le. if p,u( = 0), then it is necessary 
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to put ~ = F = (+ J f(u)du. The Weyl tensor component (using a rescaled 
tetrad) is now conveniently given by 
These coordinates have the advantage that the 1114 gravitational wave com-
ponent can be seen explicitly to be a function of F',.... They can also be used 
with Penrose's "cut and paste" method for constructing impulsive waves [8). The 
symmetries of these non-twisting type N solutions with a non-zero cosmological 
constant have been investigated by Salazar, Garcia and Plebanski [42). These au-
thors have investigated the isometries, homothetic and conformal symmetries and 
have shown that, in this case, solutions possess at most two Killing vectors. 
It can be seen from (3.17) that, in the case where F is independent of u, 
the above solution is conformally flat. This is just Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-
de Sitter space according to the value of A. Since we will consider sandwich 
Robinson-Trautman waves below, we will refer to these as background spaces and 
treat them separately in the next two sections. Note that these are the simplest 
conformaIly flat limits of these solutions, corresponding to the choice of f(~, u) = 0 
in the coordinates above, whereas clearly the most general solution requires only 
that f be quadratic in~. It was shown in [5) that the following transformation: 
~( t) = a1]+(3 
1], 'Y'f/ + 0 
V(1], w, t) = CY1] + o)(tii _+ J) w 
v(ao - (3'Y)(ao - rh) 
_ J V(ao -Ih)(ao - (3t) 
u(t) - 00 + €(3(3 dt 
where a(t), (3(t) , 'Y(t) , o(t) are arbitrary complex functions of t satisfying: 
results in: 
to = -€a(3, 
a_J - Pt ("(1] + 0)2 f 
00 + €(3(3 V(ao - (3t)(ao - (3'Y) 
o 1 (3 [(.Bo - (38) + (ito - a8 +.B'Y - (37)1] + (a'Y - a1')1]2) 
a - 'Y 
This shows that i may indeed be reduced to zero for f quadratic in ~, at least for 
non-zero'Y (and hence non-zero f). 
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3.4 The Minkowski background in RT coordi-
nates 
It is first helpful to put the conformally flat (Minkowski, (anti)-de Sitter) met-
rics into the Robinson-Trautman coordinates. In this way, we can identify the 
background space-times and hence deviations from these backgrounds. This will 
be useful later when we examine sandwich waves, in which deviation from the 
backgrounds occurs only in finite regions of the retarded time coordinate u. 
Let us first consider the Minkowski metric in the form 
ds2 = 2 dU dV - 2 d1] diJ 
in which the coordinates are related to the usual cartesian coordinates by 
U=~(t+z), v = -jz(t - z), 1] = ~(x + iy). 
Now consider the transformation 
r rF rFF 
U=u+ 1+€FF' V = w+ 1 +€FF' TJ = 1 +€FF 
This puts the Minkowski metric (3.20) to the form 
2 -
2 2 r dFdF 
ds =2dudr+2€du -2(1+€FF)2' 
If F = F() then dF = F:,d( and hence it can be seen that: 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
where P is given by (3.16). This is the Minkowski limit of the Robinson-Trautman 
family of solutions (3.15) considered above in which A = 0 and F is independent of 
u. Thus we can immediately see that the arbitrary function F defines the deviation 
from the background space-time through its dependence on u. 
The inverse transformation of (3.22) is given by 
u - U - ;€ [J (V - € U)2 + 4€1]iJ - (V - € U)] 
F() 
- ~ [J (V - € U)2 + 4€TJiJ - (V - € U) ] (3.24) 2€TJ 
r - J (V - E Up + 4€1]iJ 
We will now consider wavefronts and the origin r = O. Wave surfaces are given 
by u = Uo = const. and the form for Uo is given in (3.24). Rearranging the 
equation above for u and dividing by 4€ it can be seen that (for € # 0) Uo satisfies: 
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W6 - (V + EU)UO + UV - 1)fj = ° (325) 
It will be useful later to note that the above equation (3.25) is, in fact, also valid 
fo r E = 0, since in this case the transformation (3.22) is given by: 
V = r, 1) = rF 
and hence: 
- UoV + UV - 1)fj = 0, 
in agreement with (3.25) fo r E = 0. 
Substit uting from (3.21) into (3.25) resul ts in: 
( 1 )2 2 2 (1 )2 t - 72(1 + E)UO - X - Y - z - 72(1- E)UO = 0. (3.26) 
T his clearly describes a family of expanding 3-spheres, i.e genera lised null cones. 
However, to assist with t he physical in terpretation t hat will be presented later, we 
only consider the family of FUTURE null cones relative to each vertex. In general, 
it can also be seen from (3.21) and (3.2'1) that t he origin of the Robinson- Trautman 
coordinate T = ° can be expressed as: 
(3.27) 
which in t his case (E = 1) corresponds to x = Y = z = 0, wit h t arbi t rary, thu 
representing all t he vert ices of the fa mi ly of cones localised a long the t axis. For 
t he case when E = 1 successive cones are each d isplaced in t he t d irection as 
ind icated in t he space- t ime diagrams given in figure 3. 1. In t hi s case, all t he null 
Pigure 3. 1: Three members of the fa mi ly of nul l cones in Minkowski space given 
by U = const. when E = 1. One spatial dimension (y) has been suppressed. 
cones U = const. naturally fit inside each other and foliate the entire space-t ime. 
T hese surfaces are composed of expandi ng concentric spheres. 
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Figure 3.2: Th ree members of the family of null cones in Ili nkowski space given by 
u = const . in t he case when f = O. O n spatia l dimension (y) has been uppre .. d . 
When f = 0 the cones (3.26) all have a common nu ll line t = z, x = y = O. 
These are ill ustrated in fi gure 3.2. T he nu ll cones which represent expanding 
spheres, however. only foliate t he ha lf of th Minkowski space given by t > z. 
(Th other half, representing cont ract ing spheres, would cover the remaining half 
t < z). In t his case, it can be seen from (3.27) that the origin of t he Robinson-
Trautman COOl' lina te r = 0 corresponds to the boundary plane t = z, with x and 
y a rbit ra ry, which separa tes the rut ure nu ll cones from t he past nu ll cones. 
When f = - 1, however, t he null cones a ll intersect each other (fi gure 3.3). 
Figure 3.3: T hree typical members of t he fa mily of null cones u = const . which 
fo liate part of Minkowski pace in the case when f = - 1. (One spat ial d im n ion 
(y) has been suppressed .) 
For t he weak field limi t of t he Robinson- Traut man solut ions. an overl apping 
of the wave surfaces is not permi tted . Thus each wave surface for t hi case must 
be I' presented only by a family of half nu ll cones for which z ;:::: v'2uo, as indicated 
in figure 3A. 
T his rest ri ction is necessary to ma intain a consistent and una mbiguous folia-
t ion. In t his case, (3 .27) shows that t he origin of t he Robinson- Traut ma n coord i-
nate r = 0 corresponds to t2 = x2 + y2 , wit h z arbitrary. T his clearly represents 
t he envelope of t he abov fami ly of ones, a n I is a cylind r which expands at t he 
speed of light. T he ha lf null cones represent ing expanding spheres doubly fo liate 
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Figure 3.4: T hree ty pical m mb rs of Lhe Fa mily of null cones u = onst. which 
Foliate part of Min kowski spac in th case when c = - 1. (One spat ial dim nsion 
(y) has b en suppressed.) 
t he inner region t 2 ";X2 + y2 (S imil arly, the ha lF null cones repr enLing con-
t racting spheres would doubly Foliate t he region t :::; _";X2 + y2). Points For which 
It I < ";X2 + y2 are all exc luded in these Foli at ions. 
Finally, for the case c = - 1, t here appears to be a nother si ngula ri ty when 
P = 0, i.e. when IFI = 1. It can be seen from (3.24) that t hi s occurs [or 
t 2 = X2 + y2 with z a rbitrary. However, this exactly coincides with r = 0, which 
is the envelope of the null cones di scussed above. I t can t hereFore be seen t hat the 
parts of null cones t 2 0, z 2 ..)2uo, whi h a re t he wave surfaces for t hi s so lut ion, 
are spanned by t he above coordinates with IFI :::; 1. (The other ha lF of Lhe cones 
z:::; ..)2uo a re spanned by IFI 2 1. ) 
T he al ove analysis of t he character of t he coordinates applies only to t he 
lvlinkow ki background . However, a simila r local structure [or t he null cones rep-
resenti ng successive wave fronts occu r in de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds. 
In thes ca e , however. it is t he global structure which is different. 
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3.5 The (anti- )de Sitter background III RT co-
ordinates 
It is well known that the de Sitter and anti-de Sitter spaces can be represented as 
a four-dimensional hyperboloid 
(3.28) 
embedded in a five-dimensional Minkowski space-time 
where a2 = 3/ll\.el for a cosmological constant I\. e, c: = 1 for a de Sitter background 
(I\. > 0), and c: = -1 for an anti-de Sitter background (I\. < 0). Using the 
parameterization 
the metric takes the form 
_ 1n2 Z2 + iZ3 
ry - VL-a Z ' 4+ a 
ds2 = 2dUdV-2dryd~ 
[1 + I\.(ryii - UV)] , 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
which is explicitly conformal to Minkowski space (3.20) to which it reduces when 
I\. = O. Applying now the transformation (3.22), the line element becomes (for 
F',u = 0) 
and since 
we have 
ds2 = 2 du clr + 2€ du2 - 2r2 P~2 d( cl( 
[1 + A(ryry - UV)] 
ryij - UV = -u(r + w) 
cls2 = 2 du clr + 2€ du2 - 2r2 p;2 d( cl( 
[1 - Au(r + w)] 
The further transformation 
_ r 
r - :---:--;--~ 
- l -l\.u(r+w) ' 
- J du 
u = 1- €Au2' 
yielcls 
-2 
ds2 = 2 dii, clf + [2€ - 2M2] dii,2 - 2 ;2 cl( cl(, 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
which is clearly the (anti-)cle Sitter background expressed in the Robinson- Trautman 
form (3.15). 
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Let us now consider the wave surfaces ii = iio = const. Clearly a constant ii 
implies that u is also a constant. Substituting (3.29) into (3.25) , which we have 
s en applies for all €, gives: 
(3.33) 
which is linear in Zi, representing a fami ly of planes in the 5-dimensional Minkowski 
space. The intersections of these planes with the 4-dimensional hyperboloid (3.28) 
give the family of wave surfaces ii = const. in the (anti-)de Sitter universe. It 
will be shown below that in fact the planes are tangent to the hyperboloid, the 
sections being null cones with vertices at the points where the planes touch the 
hyperboloid. In the following analysis, it is convenient to introduce a dimensionless 
parameter a such that tan(a/2) = ha' or 
sina = 2~" 
l +~ 2.' 
, 
l-~ 
COSQ = 2~2 , 
l+ ~ 2. 
(3.34) 
which will help with the interpretation of the family of wave surfaces. Combining 
equation (3.33) with the equation for the hyperboloid (3.28) we get the general 
equation for the intersection (i.e the wave surface equations in (anti)-de Sitter 
space): 
(3.35) 
These are null cones with vertices at: Zo = (l~<) tan(%)(Z,1 + a) etc. 
This equation can be used with the equat ion for the hyperplanes to demonstrate 
that they are tangent at the vertices of the null cones. For example, for the 
hyperboloid (at the vertices): 
dZ1 = Zo = (l+€) = (dZI ) 
dZo ZI 1 - € dZo hyperp/ane 
This can be done for all the coordinates. Re-arranging (3.35) now gives: 
Again putting 
u + V 2aZo 
t == v'2 =..,-,( Z:::-4-+':"a~) 
and 
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u-v 
z= J2 
etc. we get exactly the same equat ion for wave-surfaces as in the Minkowski 
background (3.26): 
[t - (1+ c) ~r -[z - (1 - c) Jzr -x2 - y 2 = 0 
Thus the local structures of the null cones represent ing wave surfaces is exactly as 
described above. This fact will come in useful later when we look at space-time 
defects, since it allows us to retain the concept of null cones displaced in straight 
lines, only the background (and hence the defects) being curved. However, for the 
analysis of wave surfaces and singularities, representing (anti)-de Sitter space as a 
4-hyperboloid embedded in 5-dimensional Minkowski space is convenient and will 
be used in the following two sections. 
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3.6 Wave surfaces in the de Sitter background 
For the de-Sitter case. E: = 1. there are three ca . to consider. We first investigate 
the case when E = 1. Using (3.33) and t he pa ra m ter et given by (3.34), t he wave 
surfaces u = Uo are given by Lhe planes Zo sin et - Z4 + a cos a = O. Th ir 
inters ctions with the hyperboloid (3.28) are 
( Zo cos a - a si n a) 2 = Z~ + zi + zj (3.36) 
which are a family of null cones with vert ice locali sed on t he Limelike hyperbola 
Zo = a tan a, Zl = Z2 = Z3 = 0, Z4 = a sec a. which corresponds to the origin of 
the Robin on- Trautman coordinates i' = O. Por t his case, 7t = tanh ~a· The 
i' and u coordinates a re defin ed by (3.31) . From th i. it follolVs that Uo E (-00, (0) 
cor re ponds to t he ra nge a E ( - ~ , ~). Thus, a ll t he vert ices a re located on a n 
infinite t imelik hyperbola with Zo E (- ). The fu tu re null cones from these 
verti ces naturally foli ate the half of the de Sitter space for which Zo + Z4 2: O. 
These are illustrated in fi gure 3.5a. 
Pigure 3.5: With de-Sitter space represented as a four-dimensiona l hyperboloid in 
a five-dim nsional Minkowski space (two spatia l dimensions Z2 and Z3 suppressed ), 
t he null cone represent ing u = HO become null lines on the hy p rboloid and foli ate 
it in different ways depending on E. For E = 1, 0, - 1, the vert ic a re located on 
t ime- like, null or space- like lines respectively. 
We now consider the case E = 0, for which t he wave surfaces are given by 
t he planes Z4 - a = ~a(Zo - ZJ ). In thi s case, t heir intersections with t h 
hyperboloid are gi ven by 
(3.37) 
Again, th is is a family of null cones but with vertices now loca li sed along one 
common t raight null line Zo = Zl = ~, Z2 = Z3 = 0, Z4 = a. However, 
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the origin of the Robinson-Thautman coordinates l' = 0 actually occurs on 
the null hypersurface Zo = Z j, with Zi + Zj + Zl = a2, which is a sphere 
with radius a equal to that of the universe at the instant Zo = O. For this case, 
Uo = Uo E (-00,00) covers the complete null line. The future Dull cODes from the 
vertices foliate the half of the de Sitter space for which Zo - Z j :::: O. These are 
illustrated in figure 3.5b. 
Finally, we consider the case when ~ = -1. Again, using (3.33) and the 
parameter Q from (3.34), the wave surfaces u = Uo are given by the planes 
Zj sin Q + Z4 cos Q - a = O. Their intersections with the hyperboloid are 
(3.38) 
which are a family of null cones with vertices on the spacelike circle Zo = Z2 = 
Z3 = 0, Zj = a sin Q, Z4 = a cos Q. These are illustrated in figure 3.5c. For 
this case, ha = tan $fa' so that Q = fiau• . It is therefore necessary that 
Uo E (-~,~], or Q E (-7r, 7r]. Thus, the vertices are located on a closed circle 
around the de Sitter universe with Zo = Z2 = Z3 = O. However , in this case, 
the future null cones from these vertices would cover the future half (Zo > 0) of 
the de Sitter space twice. As for the Minkowski case with ~ = - 1, again we must 
only consider the family of half null cones with ZI:::: Z4 tan Q . Locally these 
are similar to the wave surfaces illustrated in figure 3.4 but, in this case, they 
wrap round the entire universe. Moreover, the origin l' = 0 now corresponds to 
ZJ = Zi + zj with Z? + zl = a2. When Zo = 0, this is the closed circle around 
the de Sitter universe containing all the vertices of the null cones. For Zo > 0, 
this a torus SI x SI Thus, in this case, the origin of the Robinson- Thautman 
coordinates is a torus whose radius expands at the speed of light in the de Sitter 
background. We finally observe that the apparent singularity which occurs when 
P = 0 coincides exactly with this expanding toroidal origin l' = O. 
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3.7 Wave surfaces III the anti-de Sitter back-
ground 
For the altern ative case in which !I < 0, C = - 1, t here are again three cases to 
con ider. 
First , when t = 1, t he wave surfaces u = Uo are given by the pla nes Zo sin et 
Z4 cos et - a = O. Their intersections wit h t he hyperboloid ar 
( Zo cos et - Z4 si n et? = Z~ + Z~ + zj (3.39) 
which a re null cones with vert ices on t he closed t imelike line Zo = asin et, Z J = 
Z2 = Z3 = 0, Z4 = a cos et in the ant i-de Sitter uni verse. This line corresponds 
to t he origin of t he Robinson- Trautman coordinate r = O. Aga in in t his ca e, 
et = v:,UQ, so t hat Uo E (-~ , ~] corresponds to et E (-70, 70]. The future 
null cones from these vert ic , which a re illustrat d in figure 3.6a, now cover the 
com plete a nt i-de Sitter space. 
Figure 3.6: With a nti-de-Sitter space represent d as a four-d imension a l hyper-
boloid in a fi ve-d imensional Minkow ·ki pac (two spatial dimen ions Z2 an I Z3 
uppressed ), t he null cones representing u = 1iO become null lines on th hyper-
boloid and fo liate it in different ways dependi ng on t. For t = 1, 0, - 1, the vertices 
are locat d on t ime-li ke, null or space- like lines respectively. 
It is also possible to consider t he covering space for which Uo is permi tted to 
take any value. 
Next, when t = 0, the wave surfaces are given by t he pla nes Z4 - a = 
-7t(Zo - ZJ). In t his case, their intersections with t he hyp rboloid are t he 
null cones 
( ) 2 _ (u ) 2 2 2 ZO-2;hg(Z4 + a) - Z J -2Tz;; (Z4 + a) + Z2+ Z3· (3.40) 
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with vertices localised on one common null line Zo = Zj =~, Z2 = Z3 = 0, 
Z4 = a. However , the origin of the Robinson- Trautman coordinate f = 0 actually 
occurs on the null hypersurface Zo = ZI with Zf = a2 + Zi + ZJ, which is a 
hyperboloidal surface. With Uo = Uo E (-00,00) , the future null cones foliate 
the half of the anti-de Sitter space for which Zo - ZI 2: O. These are illustrated 
in figure 3.6b. 
Finally, when f = -1, the wave surfaces u = Uo are given by the planes 
Zj sin a - Z4 + a cos a = 0, which intersect the hyperboloid on the null cones 
ZJ = (ZI cos a - asin a)2 + zi + ZJ. (3.41) 
These are illustrated in figure 3.6c. Their vertices are localised on the spacelike 
hyperbola Zo = Z2 = Z3 = 0, ZI = a tan a, Z4 = a sec Q . For this case, 
:ha = tanh YJ'a' Here again Uo E (-00,00) corresponds to a E (-~,~), so 
that Zl E (-00, (0) . As for the previous cases in which f = - 1, to provide 
an unambiguous foliation, we must again only consider the family of half null 
cones with Zl 2: a tan a, which are analogous to the wave sur faces illustrated in 
figure 3.4. Moreover , the origin f = 0 of the Robinson- Trautman coordinates 
corresponds to ZJ = Zi + ZJ with ZJ = a2 + Zr When Zo = 0, this is a 
hyperbola across the anti-de Sitter universe which contains all the vertices of the 
null cones. For Zo > 0, it is an expanding cylindrical-type surface SI x HI centred 
on this hyperbola . We again observe that the singularity P = 0 coincides exactly 
with f = O. 
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3.8 The particular RT solution F = ( g(u) 
The family of all type N Robinson- Trautman solutions (3. 15) is characterised 
by two parameters A and €, and an arbi trary holomorphic function F ((, u) . To 
investigate these space-times and their physical interpretation , it is convenient to 
consider here the particularly simple case in which 
F( (, u) = (9(u), (3.42) 
where g(u ) is an arbitrary positive function of retarded time. For this choice, the 
expressions involving P which appear in the metric (3.15), take the form: 
p 2 = [1+ f~( ()9 r (log P) = _ g' (1 + ! log(((-)9 [1 - €( (~)9 l) 
g2((()9-1 ' ,u 9 2 1 + €((()9 ' (3.43) 
and the explicit expression for iV, given by (3.17) is 
iV, = - g'~ [(((t9/ 2 + €((()9/212 (3.44) 
2g(1' 
Obviously, the solution is conformally flat (i.e. the Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de 
Sitter backgrounds) if and only if 9 is a constant and hence F',u = O. In general 
it represents an exact gravitational wave with arbitrary amplitude proportional to 
g'/g . It reduces to a weak radiation field if 9 is approximately constant, i.e. when 
g' / 9 is small. Hence the variation of 9 with u gives a mechanism for constructing 
sandwich waves. Notice that since the term (log P) ,u appears in the metric and 
the Weyl tensor component iV" both are proportional to the wave profile g' / g. 
Since ill, is the only non-vanishing component of the Weyl tensor, it is clear 
that all the familiar scalar polynomial invariants vanish. These solut ions therefore 
do not contain scalar polynomial curvature singularities. However, a second order 
invariant for expanding type N space-times has been found by Bieak and Prav la 
[43J. This is given by 
where p = 1/1' in this case. It follows that the above solutions possess curvature 
singularities when l' = 0 and when ( = 0 or 00, provided g' f O. Some aspects of 
these singularities will be discussed in detail below. 
To help interpret these space-times, it can first of all be seen that on any 
wave surface u = const. the complex coordinate function F = (9 represents a 
stereographic-type coordinate. Introducing the particular parameterizations, 
1 
cot( ~B) ei 4> for € = 1 
(9 ~ i! ei 4> for € = 0 (3.45) 
= tanh(~R)ei4> for € =-1 
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leads to the wave surfaces taldng the standard form 
for f = 1 
for f = 0 
for f = - 1 
(3.46) 
This is simply the metric on a two-sphere, two-plane, and two-hyperboloid , re-
spectively. (Note that for the case € = - 1, we restrict ( to the range 1(1 S 1 to 
cover a single sheet of the hyperboloid. ) We have seen previously tha t 9 = const . 
corresponds to a conform ally flat background space. The parameterisation above 
shows that the part icular constant value of unity for 9 corresponds to a complete 
space-time since, if we assume that the argument of ( covers the full range [0,271"), 
then r/> E [0 , 271"g). Hence these surfaces in general include a deficit angle 211" (1 - g) 
around B = 0 or 71" if f = 1, around e = 0 if € = 0, and around R = 0 if € = -l. 
In cases with 9 < 1, these regions contain a constant deficit angle on all sections 
u = const . Together, these are interpreted as forming cosmic strings with constant 
tension. (If 9 > 1, there is an excess angle corresponding to a strut of constant 
compression. When 9 = 1 there is no string.) . 
Equation (3 .44) shows that the poles at B = 0 and 71", e = 0, R = 0 correspond 
to an unbounded \[I . curvature component and these are associated with the ends 
of the strings. In general, in any region in which g( u) is not constant this is a 
Robinson- Trautman type N solution, and the deficit angle at the poles of each 
wave surface will vary. 
As explained previously, when E = 1 the wave surfaces u = const. at any 
t ime are a family of concentric spheres. For the above example, the background 
space ahead of the wave contains strillgs of equal tension at opposite sides of the 
expanding spherical wavefront at B = 0 and B = 71". 
In the case when E = 0, there is only a single pole in e = O. The background 
region thus contains only a single string, but only part of the complete space-time 
is now covered by the coordinate system (that to the right of the dashed line 
in figure 3.7). At any time, the spherical wave surfaces contain a common point, 
opposite to the pole, as may be observed from the family of null cones in figure 3.2. 
When E = - 1, since we have made the restriction 1(1 S 1 here to span only 
hemispherical surfaces, there is only a single pole R = 0 on each expanding hemi-
sphere. This may again be attached to a cosmic string in the background l·egion 
ahead of the wavefront. As explained in previous sections, the envelope of these 
surfaces r = 0 is a physical singularity within the wave zone: 
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(3.4 7) 
In the background space-time, it is a cylindrica l surface of finite length whose ra-
dius is expanding at t he speed of light. Its section is denoted by t he two thick wavy 
line .. in fi gure 3.7c. T he boundary of the coordin ate sys tem is again illustra ted by 
t he dashed line in fi gure 3.7c. 
We can clearly const ruct solu tions in wh ich 9 is non-constant only over a finite 
ra nge of u. Such solu t ions represent sandwich Robinson- Trautman waves. The 
sit uation in which g(u) is constant « 1) in front of the wave and then increases 
cont inuously to 1 behind the wave can be interpreted as a disintegrating string 
(the deficit angle reduces continuously to zero). A particula r case of this was 
described in [7] [or E = 1, and is illustrated in fi gure 3.7a. The ana logous so lut ions 
for alternative values of E are also illustrated in fi gure 3.7. 
Pigure 3.7: Robinson-Tra utman sandwich waves fo r different values o[ E. The 
regions outside o[ t he shaded wave region are Minkowski or (ant i-)de-Sitter, t he 
region a head of the wave containing a defi cit angle corresponding to a cosmic 
str ing. The dashed lines correspond to coord in ate system boundaries. 
For the parti cular choice of the sandwich wave studied in [7], the fun ction g(u) 
IS linear wit hin the wave zone. This gives ri se to discont inu ities in W4 ~ g/(u) 
which correspond to shocks on the boundary wave surfaces indicated in figure 3.7. 
Following t he discussion at t he start o[ section 3.8, the (log P),,, term contained 
in t he metri c is also discont inuous on these shock fronts, see (3.43). Of course, 
more general fa milies of sand wich waves includ ing t hose without discont inui t ies in 
t he metric and W 4 can easily be const ructed by permi tting 9 to vary arbitra rily 
over on ly a fini te range of t he retarded t ime. In thi s way, we can obtain explicit 
solutions in which W4 may be an arbit ra rily smooth [unction of u. 
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3.9 Singularities and global structure 
In t he previous section t he singulari t ies assoc iated with the poles of t he stereo-
gra phic coordinates have been discussed. In add ition, as can be seen from (3.44) 
with g' =I 0 , the string-like st ructures at ( = 0 (and ( = (Xl for { = ± 1) in t he wave 
regions are also s pace-time curvature singula ri t ie . These singul arit ies propagate 
at the spee I of light a long with the sandwich wave. 
F\llthermor , t hese space-times also always conta in singulari t ies when 7' = 0 
wh ich may be in terpreted as the source of the RT waves. The physical meani ng 
of t his singulari ty in the different backgrou nds has already been considered. For 
sandwich wav s, it is wholly contained with in t he wave zone a nd does not enter 
t he background region (Fig 3.8). Note that Fig 3.8 is obtained by suppressing a 
spatial dimension from Fig 3.7 a nd then add ing in a t ime dimension. T he physical 
Figure 3.8: Space-t ime equiva lents of the spatial pictures Pig 3.7 , t he wavy lines 
representing t he singulari ties at T = O. 
interpretat ion of t his whole solu tion depends cri t ically on the value of {. For { = 1 
we have the standard sit uation seen before of a disin tegrating string, i.e a deficit 
angle reducing to zero at some rate t hrough a fin ite zone which is assumed to 
generate t he wave. 
For { = 0 we have t he coordinate boundary problem il lustrated in Fig 3.7b. 
In t his case, it may be assumed that t here are st rings in both direction , one end 
snapping while the other disintegrates over a fini te distance. Alternatively, we 
could have a different space-time either side of the boundary wit h an impulsive 
wave on t he bou ndary itself. Since t his impulsive wave may be a rbi t rary, it can be 
seen that the extension across t he bou ndary in th is case would al 0 b non-uniqu . 
For { = -1 the singula ri ty T = 0 is a n expa ndi ng cylinder of finite length . An 
in terpretat ion of t his situat ion in terms of snapping/ disntegrat ing strings may still 
be given, a lthough it is less stra ightforward tha n in t he { = 0, + 1 cases. T hus t he 
ini t ial cosmic string becomes a curvature singulari ty which expands radially at t he 
speed of light, generating hemi-spherical gravitational waves at t he ends as it does 
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so. Since the deficit angle reduces to zero through a finite region this results in an 
expanding spherical region within the expanding cylindrical singularity. 
Since it was seen in section 3.5 that the waves in (anti)-de Sitter space can 
be interpreted locally (i.e. near the singularities) in the same way as Minkowski , 
the above analysis carries over to (anti)-de Sitter backgrounds. In this case the 
straight cosmic string becomes either a closed string around the universe or an 
infinite string for a de Sitter or anti-de Sitter space respectively. Equation (3.47) 
gives the singularity structure analogues in the (anti)-de Sitter space cases. For 
£ = 1,0 the singularity is still represented by an expanding cylinder. For (' = -1 
in the de Sitter background, the cylinder becomes an SI x SI torus and SI x HI 
surface for the anti-de Sitter background. 
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3.10 Extensions to the Robinson- Thautman wave 
solutions 
Section 3.8 has presented an explicit fami ly of Robinson- TI-autman type N so-
lutions RTN{A, E) given by (3. 14). This has proved to be very suitable for the 
physical interpretation of these solutions. In particular, it has enabled us to con-
struct sandwich waves of tills class and to analyse their geometrical properties and 
the character of the singularities. These all have (hemi) -spherical wave surfaces 
and propagate in Minkowski , de Sitter or anti-de Sitter backgrounds. 
For all the sandwich waves described above, it is straightforward to construct 
their corresponding impulsive limits. These are obviously expanding spherical im-
pulsive waves which are well known in Minkowski and (anti- )de Sitter backgrounds 
[8J- [9J. It has been argued [8], [10J that these are impulsive limits of Robinson-
TI-autman type N solutions, but this limi t can here be performed explicit ly, without 
incurring any of the expected difficulties of dealing with the square of a Dirac delta 
function in the metric. 
To construct an impulse on the wave surface U = uo, the value of 9 is simply 
taken to contain a step function 8 (u-uo) , so that W4 ~ 8(u-uo). TillS construc-
tion necessarily gives rise to deficit angles in one region or the other, so that such 
solutions can be interpreted as snapping or expanding cosmic strings. Moreover, 
it is possible to consider two (or more) sandwich waves, each in their impulsive 
limits, so that 9 -> 1 + a8(u - uo) - a8(u - Ut), such that the background allead 
of the first impulse and behind the second impulse contain no strings (an outline 
of tills has been proposed in [44]). In this sense, a pair of string sections appear 
and propagate in opposite directions at the speed of light. 
The initial ansatz (3.42) may also be generalised. For example putting 
F(u, Cl = [( - h(U)J9(u), (3.48) 
where h(u) is a complex function. This would cause the singular point on the 
spherical wave surfaces to vary from one surface to another and hence the string-
like singularity to bend within the wave region. Other functions could introduce 
additional singular points so that, for example, string-like singularities could even 
bifurcate. Such behaviour of course depends on the specific character of the holo-
morphic function F(u, (). 
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The ansatz (3.48) gives rise to the following Weyl tensor component: 
_ _ 1 (( - ii) (9 1 1 - 9-2 ) ( 1 g) 
'1' 4 -- 2r (( _ h) g+h (-h 1(-h lg+£I(-h l 
from which it can be seen that 9 = 1 would still result in conformal flatness, despite 
F,,, now being non-zero. 
A particular type of shock wave which was given previously by Nutku [45] may 
be obtained by making the function f(u,~) (defined as f == F,,, below equation 
(3.19)) cubic in ~. The simplest solution is thus given by 
f(u,~) = -e (3.49) 
The corresponding solution in terms of F(u, Cl is obtained by noting that f,~ = 
-3e, and solving the equation 
F,ur, = -3F2 F,r" (3.50) 
giving 
F - 1 
- V2V( +u · (3.51) 
This solution can be seen to correspond to 9 = -~ and h(u) = -u in the gener-
alised ansatz (3.48) given above. 
Simple solutions with an arbitrary "profile" function can be generated from 
1 
F(u, () = M V ( )' v2 (+ h u (3.52) 
glvmg '1'1 = 3r.;u) using the rescaled tetrad. (Note that, for h(u) = u0(u) , this is 
the Nutku shock solution (3.50) , [45]). With this, it is again possible to construct 
simple impulsive, step and sandwich waves, but only locally since the function F 
cannot span the whole complex plane. If ( spans the complex plane, F spans only 
half of the spherical wave surface. 
In addition, it may be remembered that initially we had £ as a function of 
u, but a transformation was used to set £ equal to -1, 0, +1. This operation 
is equivalent to specifying a privileged set of time-like observers with null cones 
u = const. which foliate the space-time in well-defined ways. Of course, it would 
be equally valid to omit this transformation and specify a continuous variation of 
£(u). For example, if in section 3.3 we were to specify the following form for £(u): 
£(u) = 1 - exp( _u2) 
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within the range u 2: 0 then as u increases from zero, this would correspond to the 
somce of the null cones decelerating from the speed of light to become time-like. 
The form for f(U) cannot be arbitrary. Since the metric depends upon ?,u and 
has to be continuous this means that P , and hence f(U), has to be Cl This also 
ensures continuity of the Weyl tensor components. This solution is global in the 
sense that each point in the space-time would be intercepted by one, and only one, 
futme null cone. 
Finally, it should be noted that although the discussion in chapter 3 has con-
centrated on type N it may also be possible to specify type III sandwich waves 
as well. In this case m = 0 and f = f( U , (, () and, for vacuum solut ions, the 
Robinson-Trautman equation implies that : 
f,« = 0 
Hence, we can expect f to take the form: 
E = G(u, Cl + G(u, () 
i.e. we should look for a particular P satisfying: 
In fact, [3J contains a particular type III solution in which G + G is taken as 
( + ( + u. This results in P taking the form 
- 3 
P = (( + (+ U)2 
It is clearly possible to replace u by a function h(u) . This results in: 
3 
P= ((+(+h(u), 
3 ( - )~ W3 = 2r2 (+ (+ h(u) 
1 [ 9 ( - )2 3rh' ] W4=r2 -2 (+(+h(u) +-2-
Since these depend on (+ ( it is not possible to use this ansatz to construct 
sandwich type III waves in a conform ally flat background. However, it may be 
possible to construct solutions of this type for an alternative choice of G(u, Cl· 
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Chapter 4 
The non-diverging case: K undt 
solutions 
4 .1 D erivation of the m etric form 
With the assumptions listed in chapter 2, a tetrad can be chosen such that the 
spin coefficients satisfy 
K, = Cl = € = 0, p - p= 0, 
For Kundt solutions, we make the added assumption that the divergence of the 
congruence, p , is also zero. With these restrictions, the Ricci identities (2.3 -
2.18) reduce to 
DT 
- 0 
D(3 
- 0 
D, - (r - (j)(T +1i') +(3(r +11") +T1I"+ \[J2 - A 
D)..-157r - 11"2 + 7f(r - 2{j) 
D/1- - 811" - 11"1i' - 7f( T - 2(3) + \[J2 + 2A 
Dv - 6.11" 1-1(11" + r) + )..(ir + T) + 11"(1 - 'Y) + \[J3 
6.)" - 8v 
-
-)..(1-1 +,il + 3, - 'Y) + v(2r - 2{j + 11") - \[J4 
8(3 + 8{j Tr + T{j + r(3 - 4(3{j + \[J2 + >J!2 + A 
8)" - 81-1 7f(1-I -,il) + rl-l + )..(T - 4(3) - \[J3 
8v - 6.1-1 - 1-12 + )..); + 1-1(1 + 'Y) - V7f - 2(3v + <P22 
8, - 6.(3 
- J.LT - (3(1 - 'Y - J.L) + (r - (j) ; 
{JT 2T(3 
8T 
-
2T(r - (j) + \[J2 + 2A 
6..f - 6.{j - 8, 
-
-)..(T + (3) + (r - (j)('Y - ,il) + ,({j - r) - \[J3 
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We choose coordinates such that 
where rand u have been defined in chapter 2. For this choice, 
The remaining tetrad vectors may now be written in the general form 
n" = - H5r + X5j + t5t 
where i = 2,3, H and Xi are real functions and wand Ei are complex functions. 
The differential operators, when acting on scalars, are now explicitly given by 
D a 
- a,· 
15 = -w 2... + e 2... + e 2... ar ax ay 
f:l 
-
2... _ H 2... + X 2 2... + X 3 2... ou Br ox ay 
With the above restrictions, the commutator relations applied to any scalar 
field (2.26 - 2.29) become: 
(f:lD - Df:l) </> 
(5D - Db)</> 
(M - M)</> 
(815 - t58)</> 
- (-y + 'Y)D</> - (7 + 7t)8</> - (r + 7r)t5</> 
- (7 - fr)D</> 
-i/ D</> + >.8</> + (J.! - 'Y + 'Y)5</> 
= ([l- J.!)D</> + (2(3 - 7)8</> + (r - 2~)5</> 
Applying these to each of the coordinates successively gives the metric equations: 
DH - 'Y + 'Y + (7 + 7t)w + (r + 7r)W 
Dw 
-
7-fr 
t5H - f:lw 
- i/ + Aw + (J.! - 'Y + 'Y)w 
5w-8w 
- [l- J.L - (2(3 - 7)W - (r - 2~)w 
DXi (7 + if )[i + (r + 11" )Ei 
DEi 
- 0 
t5Xi - !J.Ei - >.[i + (J.! - 'Y + 'Y)Ei 
8Ei - t5[i 
-
(2(3 - 7 )[i + (r - 2~)Ei 
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In addition, the Bianchi identities (2 .1 9)-(2.25) become 
DiJ!2 0 
OiJ!2 - 3riJ!2 
DiJ!3 - c5iJ! 2 - 31fiJ!2 
OiJ!3 - t. iJ!2 - 3j.LiJ!2 + 2( r - (J) iJ!3 
DiJ! 4 - c5iJ! 3 - -3oXiJ!2 + 2(7' -!J + 21f ) iJ!3 
biJ! 4 - t. iJ! 3 - c5!1?22 = - 3viJ!2 + 2(, + 2j.L)iJ!3 + (r - 4(J) iJ!4 + N>22 
The coordinate freedom to relabel geodesics may now be exploited: u -> u, 
T -+ r, x -> x(u,x, y), y -> jj(u,x ,y). Under such a transformation, the tetrad 
a-" vector m'"' transforms as m,'"' = a~v m". In explicit components, this is 
This freedom may be used to put e = ie as follows. Defining 
1 . ( = J2(x + ty) , 
we have: 
Hence, we need to choose x and jj such that ( satisfies: 
e = 0(, 
oy e =_o( ox 
To retain this restriction clearly requires that: 
(:x + i :y )( = v'2~~ = 0 
where we have used the fact that: 
Hence we are restricted only up to (= ((u, () . 
We can now put e = ie = i~P(u, (, (), and use the remaining freedom 
in the tetrad transformation m'"' -> eiSm'"' (used above to set € - E = 0 ) to 
maJ<e P real. (Since these components do not depend on r, this transformation is 
consistent with the requirement DB = 0 that is needed to keep E = 0. ) 
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At this stage, we may also consider making nse of the tetrad freedom: 
(See Appendix A for the corresponcling explicit transformations of the spin coef-
ficients.) We first note that, with K, = (J = P = 0, it is not possible to use this 
t ransformation to put T = O. Nevertheless, we may immediately use it to put 
7r =-1' (4.1 ) 
In any fur ther use of this transformation, it is then necessary to restrict the choice 
of T to expressions which sat isfy DT = O. 
Under the above tetrad transformation, we obtain 
If we specify T as: T == a + ib, remembering that e = ie = i:72 P ( u , (, () , then 
we clearly have: 
The real and imaginary parts of T can thus be used to set both X 2 = X 3 = 0 
respectively. The metric equat ions then imply that 
A = O. 
With X i = 0, the tetrad is now given by 
el' - <I' - UI, 
a 
D = Br ' 
a a 8=P~- w -a( ar' 
Thus we immediately obtain 
(4.2) 
a a t::. =- - H -au ar 
Then, putting W = w / P , the metric can be expressed in the standard form for 
solutions of Kundt's class [3] : 
ds2 = 2du( dr + H du + W d( + W d() - 2P- 2d( d(, (4.3) 
where P,r = 0, and P and H are real functions. 
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We now note that the first Ricci identity implies that r = rO, in which we 
are using the standard notation that a degree sign indicates any function (except 
P) which is independent of r. The second metric equation, using (4.1), becomes 
Dw = 21'°. This can immediately be integrated to give 
where WO is arbitrary. 
For the above tetrad, with l' + 7r = 0 = A from (4.1 ) and (4.2), the metric 
equations imply that ,- 1 = HJL - p,) , and the remaining spin coefficients are 
given by: 
,+1 = 
r 
(3 
-
J.! + jl -
JL-jl -
H,T 
T O - 1(;) 
- 2 ,T 
1 ° 1 P 
-r - - 1 2 2 • .,. 
-2(log P),u 
2[Pr,( - PT,~ + T° p.c. - rO P,dr 
+PG:;° -Pwo_+woP - -G:;°P -2(rOwo-1'0G:;0) 
,( ,{ .( ,( 
1/ 21'°(H - r H,T) + P H,( - 2[7,~ - T° (log P),ujr 
-wo H,T - w~ + wO(log P) ,t< 
In the following calculations, it will be convenient to put 
so that 
The remaining Ricci identities now give 
(PrO)" - r02 
0,- /:;(3 
- /LT + ~(3(JL + jl) 
W2 - >l!2 . ° - tJL 
W2 - Pro _ rO P ( - r°1'° - 2A ,( , 
W2 - !H + !iJLo + r°1'° + A 2 ,rr 2 
W2 + >l!2 - -2(PP,(1, - p,(p,,) + 2A 
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( 4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4 .13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
W3 - DII+M+f(-Y- i) ( 4.17) 
W3 8J.L+ fP ( 4.18) 
W3 - -M + ~iJ + 8'1 + (f - iJ)(i - p) + 'Y (iJ - f) (4.19) 
W4 - 811 + II( f - 2iJ) (4.20) 
iI>22 = 811 - ~J.L - J.L2 - J.L(-y + i) - iJf + 2{311 (4.21 ) 
At th is point, we may note that (4.13) implies that iJi 2 = w2 is independent 
of 7'. It therefore follows from (4.15) that H,TT must be independent of T. Thus H 
is at most quadratic in T. 
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4.2 Wave surfaces 
For any metric in the form (4.3) 
ds2 = 2du(dr + Hdu + Wd( + Wd() - 2P-2d(d(, 
the surfaces given by u = const. are spacelike surfaces in which 
The vector fields pa( and pat. are tangent to these surfaces which are orthogonal 
to the repeated principal null direction €". They are therefore regarded as "wave 
surfaces" associated with waves propagating in the null direction €". 
If \[12 = 0, while the cosmological constant Ac may be non-zero, (4.16) with 
A = k Ac implies that 
This ensures that the Gaussian curvature of the wave surfaces given by 
is a constant on any of the wave surfaces u = const. It can also be seen that 
J( = ~Ac , may be positive, negative or zero. 
If the cosmological constant is zero, then (log P) ,( = 0, and it is always 
possible to use the coordinate freedom (-+ ((u, () to put P = 1. In the case of 
a non-zero cosmological constant, (4. 16) implies that: 
A general solution to this equation is given by: 
where F = F ((, u) is an arbitrary complex function of ( and u, holomorphic in ( . 
We can, in general, use the coordinate freedom ( -+ ((u, () to put F = (, so that: 
Alternatively, setting 
F = -,€(",-==1 
v-A 
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(4.22) 
and then taking the limit as E tends to zero results in the particular solution: 
p = )-A((+(), (4.23) 
which is valid only for a negative cosmological constant. However, it can be shown 
that this particular form for P is related to (4.22) via the transformation: 
which leaves unaltered the term 
J-A( = 1-~ 
1 +( 
2d( d( 
p2 ' 
as required. It is therefore sufficient, in general , to use the expression for P in 
(4.22). This will generally b e assumed in the remainder of this chapter. However , 
the special form of P in (4.23) will sometimes be considered separately. 
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4.3 Type III and N solutions with A = 0 
In this section, we will consider only those solu tions for which W2 = 0, and 
II.c = O. For this case, (4.13) and (4.22) show that !l0 = 0 and we can put P = 1 
and the line element (4.3) can be written in the form 
ds 2 = 2du(dr + Hdu + Wd( + Wd() - 2d(d( ( 4.24) 
where 
These solutions cover two distinct subclasses according to whether or not TO is 
zero. (Both cases are derived in [3J but are provided here to give a guide to the 
new calculation given below for the case when 11. =f O. Also, these known solutions 
are interpreted physically below). We will first consider the simpler case in which 
TO = O. 
4.3.1 The case when T O = 0, W = WO 
In this case, the only non-zero spin coefficients are given by 
lH 1 · ° I = 2 ,I· + 2lm , v = H r - WO H T - wOu ,~ , , 
where 
mO = !i[wO- - WO] 2 ,( ,( 
This exhausts all information from the metric equations. 
The remaining Ricci identities give 
B,TT o 
H,T( -
W3 H,T( 
w. - H,« - 2wo H,T( - w~H,T + w~U( 
<P22 - H l( o + -O) H OH -OH 1(0+-0)+ 02 ,«( - '2 W,( W,( ,T - W ,re - W tr< - '2 w,tJ,( w,U ( m 
Clearly, the first equation implies that H is at most linear in r, and the second 
can be integrated to give 
H,T - imo = nu, () (4.25) 
for which the imaginary part is 
o -0 j- j W,.; - w,( = - . 
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This implies that 
WO = J jd( + g" 
where g = g(u, (, () - g. This real function can now be removed using the 
coordinate transformation (-> (( u, (). In order to avoid re-introducing the 
metric function P, it is necessary that ("(,, = 1. However, this is just sufficient 
freedom to remove the real function g. It follows that WO = WO(u, (), and we can 
put f = w~,. The real part of (4.25) then implies that 
H I (0 -0) ,r = '2 w" + w,c 
which can be integrated to give 
where GO = !(WO_ + WO) and HO - HO(u r (-) - HO 4.( ,( , ":" - . 
In summary, we now have the non-zero spin coefficients 
1 (0 -0) it = -2 W,c - w,' ' 
and the non-zero components of the curvature tensor are given by 
.. T, 1 -0 
"'3 - 2 w,« 
,T, 1 -0 +Ho 0-0 
'" 4 - 2 w,«, l' ,« - w w," 
<1>22 H o 1(00+-0-0) 1(0+-0) 1(02+-02) 
- ,,( - 2 w w,c( W w,,, - 2 w, .. ( w, .. , - 2 w,( w,' 
In general, these solutions are of algebraic type Ill. For vacuum and null electro-
magnetic fields, this family of solutions was obtained by Pandya and Vaidya [46] 
although not in their simplest form. Kerr and Goldberg [47] independently ob-
tained these solutions as the only vacuum solutions which admit a four-parameter 
holonomy group. Null electromagnetic solutions of this type have been further 
analysed by Wyman and Trollope [48]. 
It may be noted that solutions with 1114 = 0, 1113 = a(u) are obtained when 
WO = a(u)(2 + b(u)(, 
where a(u) and b(u) are arbitrary functions. However, solutions of this type nec-
essarily have <1>22 i' O. Thus no vacuum solutions of this type exist. 
It may also be noted that a coordinate transformation (-> ((u, () = J wOdu 
removes the W term in the metric at the expense of re-introducing the function 
P. The resulting line element in the form 
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was obtained by Debever [49] for a class of vacuum and null electromagnetic 
type III space-times. 
4.3.2 The type N solutions with TO = 0 
The above solutions reduce to type N if w~C = O. This implies that W(u, () is a 
linear function of (. In this case, it is possible to use the coordinate transformation 
r --+ r + f(u)(( in order to put W = O. The line element then takes the form 
ds2 = 2 du dr - 2d( d( + 2H du2 
where H = H(u, (, (). This is the well-known family of pJrwaves, defined by 
11';. = o. 
Chapter 2 shows that this definition is consistent with the spin coefficients K" p, a, T 
being zero. We also have: 
1>22 = H,(,. 
Some physical properties of these solutions have been clarified by Bonnor [50J. 
In the special case in which H is at most quadratic in ( and (, 1IJ 4 and 1>22 
have constant values over the wave surfaces. In this case, these solutions describe 
plane waves. 
4.3.3 The case when TO =1= 0 
In this case, the Ricci identities (4.11) and (4.14) imply that 
T '!. - T o2 ,( - , T o _ °T-o ,( -T . 
The second of these implies that there exists a real function rP such that TO = rP,(. 
With this, the above equations become 
These have the general solution e-1> = a( + a( + b, where a(u) and b(u) are 
arbitrary (complex and real) functions. A linear transformation can be used to 
put b = O. Also, we can use the transformation (--+ «(u, (), subject to the 
constraint that (l, = 1 (which is required to avoid re-introducing the metric 
function P) to put a = a. Then rP = - log( ( + () - log a, or 
o 1 
T =-(+(' 
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This implies that p,0 = 0, as is required by (4.13). For this case, the metric function 
W now takes the form 
27 ° W= ----+W. (+( 
Also, (4.15) now implies that 
where GO and HO are real functions. 
At this point, we note that the non-zero spin coefficients are given in the forms: 
2r GO 
l' + t - ( + ()2 + 2 
1 
T - 2{3 = 26i = -1f = - ( + ( 
p,+Ji, - 0 
2(wO - WO) 
P, - Ji, - 2(1' - t) = w~ - wl + (+ ( 
[2GO 2WO] 2Ho HO 2 0Go ° v = ,C + ( + ()2 7 - (+ ( + ,C - W - W," 
Equation (4.12) can now be rewritten in the form 
[ 
° + -° ] Wo- + WO GO 1 (0 -0) w W .( ,e 
- "4 Wi - W,( - 2( + () _ = - 2( + (l' 
,C 
We can now use the coordinate freedom 
7 -+ f = r+R(,(,u), 
(B.2, Appendix B) which induces the change 
-0 ° R 2R 
W =W - ,(+(+( 
(4.26) 
With this, it is possible to set wl + w~ = 0, and the remaining freedom in the 
choice of R must be subject to the constraint that 
_ R,(+Rl 2R_ 
R,((- (+( + (+()2 - o. 
The Ricci identity then implies that w~, -w~( is the imaginary part of an analytic 
function. Putting w~, = f(u, () - f(u, (), and F(u, () = f f(u, ()d( we obtain 
WO = F(u, () - (l\,(u, () + h(u, () 
It is then possible to further use the transformation (4.26) with 
R = ( + ()(F(u, () + F(u,()), (4.27) 
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which satisfies the above constraint, to remove the F and F terms in the above 
expression. Thus, we have now obtained 
and the Ricci identity finally implies that 
since the remaining constant can easily be removed by use of the transformation: 
u = w(u), 
_ r 
r=-. 
w,,, 
The metric is now given by 
ds2 = 2du(dr + Hdu + Wd( + Wd() - 2d(d( 
where 
H= 
For which, the non-zero spin coefficients are 
1 
r - 2{3 = 2a = -j[ = - ( + (' 
'Y -
1/ = 
r WO 
((+()2 + ((+()' 
(WO _ WO) 
(+( 
[ 
w~ WO -WO] r _ 2Ho +WO(WO +WO) 0_ 0 
((+() + ((+()2 (+( +H" w,,, 
The remaining Ricci identities then imply that 
These inetrics clearly have a physical singularity when ( + ( = O. Since the scalar 
polynomial invariants all vanish, the singularity which occurs cannot be a polyno-
mial curvature singularity. The location and interpretation of this singularity will 
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be discussed below. It may be noted that solutions are obtained in which '114 = 0, 
'11 ~ h 3 = (,+,)3 w en 
2 4ab 
W = - 2((: ()2 + 3(( + () + a2" - b2 
where a(u) and b(u) are arbitrary real functions. However, solutions of this type 
necessarily have <P22 f 0. Thus no vacuum solutions of this type exist. 
4.3.4 The type N solutions with TO -=I 0 
If w~ = 0, the above solutions reduce to type N and it is possible to use the 
remaining coordinate freedom to put WO = 0. In this case, we obtain 
These can alternatively be written in the form 
Thus, the vacuum field equation is 
These are the traditional Kundt waves. The field components on the wave surfaces 
are clearly constant (c.f. section 4.3.2) if HO is specified such that: 
However, the non-zero value of T° in this case, equivalent to rotation of the 
wave-fronts, means that in this case strict "plane symmetry" cannot be achieved. 
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4.4 Type III and N solutions with A =I 0 
4.4.1 Integration for r O and its canonical forms 
As described above, the tetrad for the Kundt solutions can generally be expressed 
in the form: 
II' 
- or 
ml' 
- -pwor+ ~(O~+iO~) 
nl' 
- -HOr + ot 
where W = 2for/P+ Wo and P is given by (4.22). 
The differential operators, when acting on scalars, are explicitly given by 
8 D=-, 8r 
8 8 ~=--H-, 8u ar (8 -8) O=P 8(-W 8r . 
Now, (4.14) implies: 
(TO) (fO) P,,= P" 
and thus we have that JLo = 0 and (4.15) implies that 
and thus H can be expressed as: 
where GO and HO are functions of u, ( and (. 
Let us first consider the Ricci identity (4.14) which can be written as: 
(TO) = TOfO + 2A p" p2· 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
It is immediately clear that TO cannot be zero for a non-zero cosmological constant. 
The fact that the right hand side is real then implies that there exists a real function 
rP( (, (, u) such that 
(4.30) 
In terms of this function rP, the equations (4.11) and (4.29) can be written as: 
(4.31) 
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and: 
(4.32) 
respectively. The solution to (4.32) (which will appear several times in these 
calculations) is given by: 
(4.33) 
where 1= I(u, () is an arbitrary holomorphic function. Inserting this solution 
into (4.31) results in the constraint that 
I,m = 0 
Le. 
1= A(u)(2 + B(u)( + C(u) (4.34) 
where the coefficients are, in general, complex. Inserting (4.34) into (4.33) gives: 
(4.35) 
where 
a(u) = B(u) + .8(u), b(u) = 2(A(u) - AC(u» 
Note that we will use the denominator of 7 0 extensively below and hence we will 
label it as Q, Le: 
Q = a(1 - A(() + b( + b(. (4.36) 
The Canonical forms. 
From (4.35) it can be seen immediately that, if b = 0, we have 
Case 1: o 2A( 
7 = (1- A(() (4.37) 
Similarly, if a = 0, we can always make b real and then 
Case 2: (4.38) 
These clearly reduce to the two standard cases given above (subsections 4.3.1 and 
4.3.3) for A = O. 
It may be seen in general that: 
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(This expression occurs in the metric function H). It is then convenient to sepa-
rately label the coefficient 
k = bb + Aa2 • (4.39) 
This has been identified by Ozsvath, Robinson and R6zga [13] as a quantity of 
invariant sign which can be used to assist in the classification of solutions. 
The expression (4.35) can now be simplified by use of the transformation (BA, 
Appendix B) which is: 
C; -> (= ij+pC; 
p- AqC; 
where p and q are arbitrary complex functions of u. This transformation leaves the 
general form of 7 0 invariant, up to a factor: 
-0 (p - Aij() 0 
7 = 7 p- AqC; (4040) 
but with coefficients transformed as 
a -> ii = (pp - Aqij)a + pqb + pijb, 
Inserting these functions into (4.39) results in 
(4.41) 
and hence it can be seen that the sign of k is necessarily the same as the sign of 
k. This fact will be seen below to be critical to the classification of solutions. The 
specific procedure for classification is to use the sign of A to determine the range 
of values possible for k and hence, because of (4041), k. This in turn specifies the 
range of values which may be taken by the transformed coefficients ii and band 
hence the equations to be satisfied by the parameters p and q in the transformation 
(BA). 
For example, when A = 0, k = bb. In this case, we have: 
ii = pfta + pq b + pij b, 
If b =F 0 then p and q can be chosen to make ii = 0 so that (4.35) can be 
transformed to (4.38) and we arrive at case 2 which, for type N, are the Kundt 
waves.. If b = 0, then k = 0 = k and 7 0 = 0 and, for type N, these are the 
p~waves. This identifies two canonical types for these solutions: 
A = 0 . { kk > 00 generalised p~waves case 1 
generalised Kundt waves case 2 
These are distinct solutions, which cannot be related to each other. 
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When A > 0, it is only possible for k, and hence k, to be positive. In this 
case the transformed coefficients in (4.35) may be written as: 
ii pp p p-
-.: = (-:: - A)a + ::b + -b qq q q q q 
b P (P)2 -
- = -2A::a + :: b - Ab if q q 
and clearly it is always possible to choose the function ~ to put either ii = 0 and 
ii 'f 0, or ii 'f 0 and ii = 0, although not in general simultaneously. A further 
transformation using the freedom in p, with q = 0, can then be used to set either 
b = 1 or a = 1 respectively. (It is clear that the transformation (B.4) may be used 
repeatedly since the result is: 
(qfi + pij) + (p2 - Aqq)( q + ji( 
(p-'2 - Aqq) - A(pq + pq)( = p - Aij( ) 
Thus, TO can always be transformed into either of the canonical forms (4.37) or 
(4.38). Indeed, by using a transformation of the form: 
(= 1-VA( 
it is possible to transform (4.37) into (4.38) or vice versa. These two forms, for 
this case, are thus completely equivalent. This family of solutions may therefore 
be considered to be a generalisation of either the Kundt waves or the pp-waves 
in the sense that they reduce to either of these forms for type N solutions in the 
appropriate limit depending on the particular coordinates adopted. Thus: 
A>O '* k>O generalised pp and Kundt waves cases 1 & 2 
When A < 0: In this case there are three distinct possibilities which are 
identified by the sign of k. 
1. If a and b are such that k > 0, then k > 0 also Le. 
and hence, unlike in the case A> 0, we cannot have ii = 0 and it is ONLY possible 
to use the above transformation to put ii = 0 and hence obtain generalised Kundt 
waves (case 2). 
2. Similarly, if k < 0, -Aii2> bb and it is ONLY possible to use the transforma-
tion to put b = 0 and hence obtain generalised pp-waves (case 1). 
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3. Another distinct case arises here when k = o. This occurs, when b = v-Aeioa 
for any arbitrary function 8( u). In this case, the above transformation reduces to 
the following form: 
so that it is obviously not possible to reduce either a or b separately to zero. This 
particular case corresponds to that in which Q factorises into: 
and hence TO is given by 
However, it is possible to make b real, Le to remove the phase eiO • This can be 
verified by choosing q = 0 and pip = e- i "'. In this case, 
and this additional case can be expressed in the canonical form 
Case 3(A<O) : TO = -V-A (1+ ,;::x(). 1+V-A( (4.42) 
These solutions generalise those of Siklos [51) using a different coordinate system. 
Thus, in this case, there exist three distinct canonical types: 
A<O lk<O k=O k>O generalised pJrwaves generalised Siklos waves generalised Kundt waves case 1 case 3 case 2 
For an analysis of local exact solutions, it is sufficient to consider separately 
the three particular cases listed above: Le. P is given by 1 + A«( and T by (4.37), 
(4.38) or (4.42). However, since a(u) and b(u) in (4.35) are arbitrary functions, 
it is possible also to construct composite space-times in which these functions are 
non-zero for different ranges of u. This is considered in section 4.6 for some specific 
cases. In the remainder of this section, however, equations are expressed in forms 
which apply to any of the particular cases above. It is only assumed that TO is 
independent of u. 
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Alternative form for P when A < o. 
Let us now consider the special case in which A < 0 and P is given by (4.23) 
Le. by P = V A ( + iJ Again using (4.34) but with this new form for P we 
obtain: 
Putting: 
results in: 
TO=V-A[ -(C+C)-_(B-BK-(A+A)(2] 
-(C + C) + (B;B)( - () + (A + AK( 
ii = -(C + C), 
(4.43) 
where ii, b andc are clearly arbitrary real functions of u. We can then use the 
coordinate freedom (--> ( = p( + iq, where p and q are real functions of 
u to simplify this expression. This is because this transformation, which is only 
applicable for the case with P given by (4.23), leaves the component 2P-2d(d( 
invariant although it induces changes in the metric functions Wand H unless 
p and q are constant. Specifically, using this transformation we obtain for TO: 
TO = V-A [ (ii -..2bq + cq2) + :ip(b - cqK - i'!p2(2 ] 
(ii - 2bq + cq2) + ip(b - cq)( - () + i'!p2« 
Clearly, if c =I 0, we can set q = b/c and obtain: 
Case 4: o v'=A(€ - (2) T = €+« , (4.44) 
where € = 1,0, -1. Alternatively, if c = 0 and b =I 0, we can set q = ii/2b and 
obtain: 
Case 5: o 2V-A( T = - . (-( (4.45) 
Finally, if c and b both vanish, we obtain 
Case 6: (4.46) 
It would appear, therefore, that we have obtained six different canonical forms 
for the spin coefficient TO in terms of the parameter A, the complex coordinate ( 
and its conjugate (. However, a major simplification can be obtained by relating 
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the last three cases above (applicable only for the situation of A < 0) to the 
corresponding cases of the first three. This is done by using the transformation: 
- 1- v'-A( 
(=I+v-A( 
When applied to (4.43) this yields the expression: 
io = 1+ v'-A( [v'-ACa - c + 2ib) -=- 2A«(a + c) + A ~(2( -a + c _+ 2ib)] 
1+ v-A( (a + c)(I- Ace) + v-A( + ()(a - C+ 2ib) 
1 + v'-A( [ bA(2 + 2aA( - b ] 
1 + v-A( a(1 - A«() + b( + b( 
Le. it is of the form of (4.35) with 
a=a+c, b = V-A(a - c+ 2ib). 
For case 4(A<O); we have 0,= E, b = 0, c = 1. 
It is therefore evident that a=E+l and b=V-A(E-l). Thus the case with 
E = 1 is equivalent to a = 2, b = 0 and hence belongs to case 1 with A < 0, 
the case with E = 0 belongs to case 3(A < 0) and, finally, the case when E = -1 
belongs to case 2 with A < O. 
For case 5(A<O), we have 0,=0, b = 1, c = 0, so that a = 0 and b = 2i..;:::I\.. 
This case belongs to case 2 with A < 0, but with ( replaced by i(. 
For case 6(A<O), we have b = 0, and c = 0, so that a = a and b = V-Aa. 
This case corresponds to case 3(A<O)' 
It may be noted that the apparent difference between case 4 with E = 0 and 
case 6 corresponds only to the phase of ( which may always be reduced to zero. 
Similarly, the transformation ( --+ i( relates case 4 with E = -1 and case 5. (The 
equivalence of cases 4(,=_1) and 5 is similar to the equivalence of cases 1 and 2 when 
A > 0.) Thus it is sufficient to consider just three distinct canonical types. These 
can be taken as the three types of case 4 with different values of E or, preferably, 
case 4 with E = 1, case 5 and case 6. These canonical types were identified by 
Siklos [51], although he only investigated case 6 in detail. 
4.4.2 Integration for GO and Wo 
Since we are assuming \[12 = 0, p = PCe, () and we have that pO = 0, then (from 
(4.10)) p = imo. Using equation (4.4) and the equation above it, 'Y is clearly given 
by: 
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"f = Hr + ~imo = _(TOTO + 11.)1' + GO + ~imo 
2 2 2 
where 
(4.47) 
and we have also used equation (4.28). The l' component of the Ricci identity 
(4.12) for this case vanishes identically, and the remaining part becomes 
( 4.48) 
Using the Ricci identity (4.11) this equation can be rewritten in the form 
[GO _ p
2 [Wo __ Wo] + P(TOWO + TO WO)] = TOP [WO_ + WO] _ AWo. 4 ,e ,e 2 - 2 ,e ,e 
,e 
(4.49) 
It can then be seen that by differentiating with respect to ( and taking the real 
part of this equation that the right hand side can be eliminated if we can set 
Wo" + W,' = O. In fact, the Ozsvath, Robinson and R6zga paper [13] solves a 
similar problem and hence shows that this can indeed be done (Appendix C). In 
summary, taking the general case, we need to find R( u, (, () in the freedom 
r->1'+R 
such that: 
R,e? + R,e<Pl + Rl<P,e + 2R<p,e? = W} + w., 
This can also be expressed as: 
[e- 2<P(Re2<P),d,? + [e- 2<P(Re2<P),d,e = W,~ + w., 
Putting R = 9jf-, Le. R = e-<PX we have: 
2AX P ( ° - 0) 
X,e, + p2 = 2Q W" + W,e 
This is a linear inhomogeneous equation in X and hence will have a solution. Thus 
we have shown implicitly that it is possible to set 
W,~+ W,' =0. (4.50) 
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Having done so, we have: 
[GO _ ~2 (W,~ _ w,(l + ~ (rOWO + fOWO)] _ = _AWo (4.51) 
,( 
The fact that W,~ + W" = 0 implies that there exists a real function X(u,(,() 
such that: 
WO = -iX,( (4.52) 
Inserting this into (4.51) gives: 
This may be integrated to give:. 
p2 P _ 
GO + 2(iX,«) + '2(rOW O + fOWO) = -iAX - 2Af(u, () 
where feu, () is an arbitrary complex function, the factor two has been chosen 
for convenience and the multiplier A is introduced as this term can be set to zero 
when A = 0 (as shown in section 4.3). 
Taking the real and imaginary parts leads to: 
(4.53) 
and 
p 2X,« + 2AX = 2iA(f - 1) (4.54) 
Since the solution to the homogeneous equation: 
(4.55) 
is known to be: 
where h(u, () is an arbitrary function, the solution to (4.54) is clearly: 
x = p2 [(;2) + (;2) _] +i(f - /). 
,( ,( 
(4.56) 
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Setting Wo to be independent of (. 
We now wish to investigate whether Wo, which satisfies the condition (4.50), can 
be made to satisfy the stronger condition: 
~~=O=~, 
Le whether the real function X can be made to be the sum of two separate functions 
of (and (: 
X = F{u, () + F{u, () 
It was seen above that the transformation (B.2) can be used to set Wo" +~, = O. 
However, its subsequent use must be restricted to functions R satisfying: 
Now, it can be seen that with R = ~ this equation is equivalent to 
p2~C' + 2AY = 0 
and we know from (4.33) that this has a real solution: 
(4.57) 
(where h = h{ u, () is a different arbitrary function to that used in (4.56)) and so 
the most general real solution to 
is: 
{Note that, for the case P = 1, this reduces to (4.27) where F{u, () = h,C which 
was the constraint used in calculations with A = 0 to make WO independent of (). 
Hence, we may hope to use this general solution, which automatically covers the 
previous constraint, and choose an h{u, () to eliminate the ( dependence in Wo. 
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Inserting the above general formulae (4.56) and (4.57) for X and Y into (4.52) 
we obtain: 
where g(u,() is arbitrary. Now, 
can be shown to be independent of (. Also, 
Hence we may choose the arbitrary function h(u, C) such that: 
. [ 2 ( h)] Q2 [P3 ( 9 ) ] 
-t P p2 l ,( - p2 Q p2 ,( ,( = 0 
in which case Wo becomes: 
- 1 - 2 Wo = j,( - 2A (-b + 2aA( + bA( )g,«( 
which clearly shows that with this choice of h, Wo is indeed independent of C, as 
long as A is non-zero. 
4.4.3 The remaining spin coefficients 
Having set W:, = 0, mO now takes the form: 
(4.59) 
i.e. 
(4.60) 
We also have from (4.9): 
v - 27'°(H -rH,r) +PH,( - 2[7',~ -7'°(logP),ujr - P[WOH,r - W,~ + WO(logP),uj 
- 2P [G~( + WO(r°7'° + A)] r+ PH" +2ToW - P[2woGo + W,~j 
since rO = 0 and P.u = O. 
,u 
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It is therefore convenient to introduce the complex components 
Bearing in mind (4.50), we obtain: 
(4.62) 
and 
With these, the complete list of non-zero spin coefficients can now be expressed as 
r 
-
rO 
Cl< 
-
1(7'0 + P ) 2 .e 
{J 
- ~(rO - p.() 
'Y - -(r°7'° + A)r - Pro f.e - A(f + f) 
7r -0 - -r 
f.£ - imo 
v 
-
nOr+vo, 
where mO, n° and VO are given by (4.59), (4.62) and (4.63) respectively. In these 
expressions, P is given by 1 + A((, and rO can take any of its canonical forms 
(4.37), (4.38) or (4.42). They contain an arbitrary holomorphic function WO((, u) 
(or f((,u)), and an arbitrary real function HO((,(,u). For case 2, these reduce to 
the known expressions for the Kundt waves in the limit as A ..... O. 
The metric functions are given by: 
with 
(4.64) 
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4.4.4 The curvature tensor components 
With the above notation, the remaining Ricci identities give the expressions for 
the non-zero components of the curvature tensor. Equation (4.21) gives: 
<1>22 - 8v - 6." - p,2 - "b + 'Y) - iJ'f + 2{3v 
_ 2[Pn~, - p"n° - TOn° - 'f°ft° + i(T°'f° + A)moJr 
+[PVO- - p,vo - 2PWon° - imo + mo 2 - 2iGomo + TOVo - 'f°iJoJ 
,e ~ ,u 
However, each of the terms in the square brackets must separately be real. In fact, 
by substituting the above expressions for GO, 'mo, n° and vO, it can be seen that 
the r component of <1>22 vanishes identically and that the imaginary part of the 
remaining expression also vanishes. It can finally be seen that 
where Q is given by (4.36). 
The Weyl tensor component W3 can now be evaluated as 
W3 - 8p, + 'fjL = iPm~( - i'f°mo = -TO(p2WO),( - 2APWo 
- - ~ [( -b + 2aA( + bA(2)W~( + 2A(a + b()Wo] 
(4.65) 
_ - ~ (ToQWO),( (4.66) 
For the component W4, we have 
W4 - 8v + v('f - 2.8) 
_ [(PnO),( - 2'f°noJr + (PVO),( - PWon° 
Taking these components one at a time, we obtain 
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and 
(PVO),( - pwv - p 2 H,( + 2P(1'O + P,dH,( + 21'°2 HO - (p2wo),u( 
+ [3ProWo + PfoWo + 2A(f + /)] (p2wo),( 
+2P1'02woWo + 6Ap2w02 
Thus, we obtain 
W4 = [- Pro(p2Wo),(( + 2(r01'O - rO p,( - 2A)(p2WO),( + 6AP1'oWoJr 
+ p 2 HO + 2P(1'O + P )HO + 21'°2 HO _ (p2WO) ~ ~ ~ ~ 
+ [3PrOWO + P1'owo + 2A(f + J)J(p2wo),( + 2P1'02woWo + 6Ap2w02 
(4.67) 
From either of the above expressions, it can be seen that W 4 satisfies: 
as required by the Bianchi identities. Thus, it can be clearly seen that the r 
component of W4 vanishes when W3 = O. Re-arranging the terms in HO we finally 
have: 
W3 = -ro(p2WO),( - 2APWo (4.68) 
W4 = [ - Pro(p2WO),(( + 2(r01'O - rO P" - 2A)(P2WO)" + 6AP1'oWo]r 
+ [Q2 (H~~2) ] _ (P2WO),u( 
" £ -
+[3PrOWO + PfoWo + 2A(f + J)](p2WO),( 
(4.69) 
[HOP] iJ>22 = PQ Q _ + 2AW (4.70) 
+ProWo't~2WO),( + P1'OWO(P2WO),c + 2p2(r01'O + 3A)WOWO 
The space-times have a physical (not scalar curvature) singularity whenever rO, 
HO or Wo is unbounded. The singularities associated with rO occur at ( + ( = 0 
or 1 - A(( = 0 depending on the canonical form. Their physical interpretation 
will be discussed later, 
4.4.5 The type N reductions with A i= 0 
It has been seen that the expression for W3 can be written as 
W3 = _ ~2 (Qrowok 
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(4.71) 
This clearly vanishes (and the solution reduces to type N) when Qrowo = cA, 
where c is an arbitrary complex function of u, so that 
Wo = cA 
-b + 2aA( + bA(2 (4.72) 
The multiple A has been included since this term can obviously be transformed 
away when A = O. 
For the type N limit stated above, general expressions for the non-zero compo-
nents of the curvature tensor are 
111 = p2 HO + 2P(1'O + P )HO + 21'°2 HO _ (P2WO) 4,CC ,( ,( ,u( 
-0 (4.73) +2p2~0 (r01'O - A)WOlVO + 2A(f + f)(p2wo),( 
2kp4 _ 
<1>22 = P2H,({+ ProH,( + PfoH,~ + 2(r01'O + 2A)flO + Q2WOW~4.74) 
with Wo given by (4.72). 
It is clear that when c = 0 then Wo = 0 also; Further, when c is real and 
k 01 0, the transformation (B.2) can be used to set both Wo and GO to zero 
simultaneously. This can be seen as follows. 
It is seen in Appendix B that the metric coefficient GO transforms as: 
Go = GO + (r01'O +A)R = GO + (k~:) R 
and hence Go can be set to zero by the choice 
We also have that: 
_ Q2 (P2 ) wo=wo_- -R p2 Q2 
For the particular R above, this gives: 
Now, we know (from 4.48) that, for 
mO=i(c-C)A~ =0, 
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,( 
(Le. for real c) that: 
Le. 
_ Q2 ( kP2) Wo = Wo + kP2 - Q2 WO = 0 
In other words, in the case of real c, the above choice of R can be 'used in the 
transformation r -> f = r + R( (, C, u) to set Wo and GO to zero simultaneously. 
When Wo = 0 (Le. when c = 0 or c is real) and A oF 0, these are the solutions 
that are described in [13] and [5]. However, when c is complex, this identifies a 
new family of type N solutions that has not been identified in previous literature 
(e.g.[13]). (Note that it may be argued that it is always possible to re-define 
( = c(u)( and hence make c(u) real. However it can be seen that this is equivalent 
to the transformation B.l with f = c(u)( and hence results in Wo becoming: 
Wo = ! [Wo + cuC] 
C p2C 
Le. it means that Wo becomes a function of C again, and hence is forbidden.) 
Specifically, (in terms of the notation of [13]) the type N requirement results 
in: 
Le. 
where k(u) is clearly imaginary. The authors [13] claim to have then used the 
freedom (B.l) in Appendix B to modify the right hand side of this equation to: 
where 
k() BQro - BQr
o 
u + p2 ' 
m = (N,u - ijp,u) 
pp+Aqq , 
. (pP,u - PP,u + Aijq,u - Aqij,u) 
n= -t , 
pp+Aqq 
which they then set to zero. This is clearly possible if k(u) is zero, however it 
is not clear that it is possible for non-zero k( u) and hence is the source of our 
discrepancy with the results in [13]. 
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Comparisons of the type N reductions above with the standard type N 
solutions for A i' o. 
Finally in this section, brief comparison is made between the particular type 
N reductions of our type III solutions in which Wo = 0 and the detailed results 
from Bicak and Podolsky [5]. The form of the metric given there is: 
where 
Q = (I - A()a + b( + b( and 
with 
k = 2{Aa2 +bb), I = (log IQIl,u 
and h is determined from the vacuum equation. This can be related to the canon-
ical form (4.3): 
ds2 = 2du{dr + Hdu + Wd( + lVd() - 2P-2d(d( 
via: 
This can be confirmed as follows. Clearly, 
Now, for type N results with Wo = 0: 
= -2v (Q) (Q) 
. P P ,( 
and 
H= _ (~)2 (Aa2 + bb) r2 _ ~ur + W 
Hence it can be seen that (4.3) becomes: 
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= 2du [(~y dv + [- (~r (Aa2 + bb)r2 + ~ur + HO] dU] - 2P-2d(d( 
i.e. in agreement with [5]. (Note that, for the purposes of this comparison, the U 
dependence of Q has been retained.). 
For the vacuum case in which if>22 = 0, 
W = PQ [( £2)'( + (t2h] , 
again in agreement with [5]. 
The final comparison with the standard type N results to be found in [5] relates 
to pure radiation. If HO takes the form: 
then if>22 is: 
1 p3 
if>22 = 2 (AAo + A2) Q3 
which again agrees, if proper account is taken of the different tetrad used in [5]. 
This formula will clearly also give the vacuum result for 
in which case it can be seen that 
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4.5 Physical interpretation of the Kundt solu-
tions 
4.5.1 Introduction 
This section will attempt to interpret physically the solutions which we have ob-
tained in the earlier parts of this chapter, Le for the non-expanding congruence 
(generalised Kundt) solutions, in an analogous manner to the interpretation given 
in chapter 3 on the expanding (Robinson-Trautman) solutions. In addition to hav-
ing non-expanding rays, the radiative space-times described in this chapter have 
wave surfaces of constant curvature proportional to the cosmological constant. 
However, the fact that r is generally non-zero indicates that subsequent wave sur-
faces are locally rotated relative to each other. These general properties will be 
illustrated below. 
Apart from the quantities A, P and rO, the above family of solutions is essen-
tially represented by an arbitrary holomorphic function WO((, u) (or f((, u)), and 
an arbitrary real function HO((,(,u). Our general method of approach will be to 
initially consider the weak field limit in which HO and WO (and f) are taken to be 
zero. This identifies the background in which weak fields of this type propagate. 
In this limit, the space-time is conformally flat and is Minkowski, de Sitter or 
anti-de Sitter according as the cosmological constant is respectively zero, positive 
or negative. We have seen in (4.3) that the metric is given by: 
ds2 = 2du[dr+ Hdu+ Wd( + Wd(j - 2p-2d(d( 
These constant curvature backgrounds occur when H = -(rOrO + A)r2 and 
W = 2;r, Le. when HO = 0, GO = 0 and Wo = O. Putting r . (j)2V, the 
background metrics take the form: 
(4.75) 
for different values of A, and hence differing expressions for P, Q and rO. In these 
background space-times, it is possible to explicitly investigate the geometry of the 
waves surfaces and the way in which they foliate the space-time. This is done by 
examining the transformations between the conformally flat backgrounds in the 
Kundt coordinates and the familiar cartesian representations of Minkowski and 
(anti-) de Sitter spaces, as appropriate. This will also enable us to investigate 
the location and character of the singularities of the solutions in this weak field 
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background. This approach is also appropriate in the study of exact sandwich 
waves as it explicitly determines the geometries of the shock fronts and backs of 
the waves. 
4.5.2 Waves in a Minkowski background 
For the case in which A = 0 (Le. the results from section 4.3), the space-times 
of case 1, for which T = 0, are the pJrwaves which have plane wave surfaces and 
parallel rays. They include plane waves. These solutions are well known and need 
not be further discussed here. Some physical properties of these solutions have 
been clarified by Bondi, Pirani and Robinson [52], Penrose [53] and Bondi and 
Pirani [54] 
We consider here the background for the family of Kundt waves described in 
sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 for the case when TO ~ 0 and A = o. As stated already, 
the key to obtaining a physical interpretation of these solutions is to relate the 
Kundt coordinates to standard cartesian coordinates for Minkowski space. First 
note that the transformation 
U = V2xu{l + uv), v = V2xv, x = x{l +2uv), Y=y 
transforms the Minkowski metric 
to the form 
ds2 = 4 x2du dv - 4 x2v2du2 - dx2 - dy2. 
Then putting v = T /2x2 yields 
ds = 2du dT - - du - - dx - dx - dy 2 ( T2 2 T) 2 2 
2X2 X 
which is exactly equation (4.1) with HO = 0 = wo, Le. with H = _(,~,)2 and 
W = -2{,~,), since x = «.if). The complete transform and its inverse are 
therefore given by 
U UT U= m{2x+-) 
v2 x 
V=_T_ 
V2x 
UT 
X=x+-
x 
Y=y 
X 'f ..JX2 - 2UV 
U= V2V 
T = ±V2V y'''X;n2 -_-:::2T.U-O-;:V 
(4.76) 
x = ±..JX2 - 2UV 
y=Y 
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The physical interpretation of these solutions is then identical to that of the con-
formally flat pure radiation space-times described in [15J. Putting U = ~(T-Z), 
V = ~(T + Z), it can be seen that the singularity which occurs when x = 0 is 
located on the null cone: 
(4.77) 
in the Minkowski background. This represents a cylinder parallel to the Y axis 
which expands at the speed of light. 
In addition, the wave surface given by u = Uo (a constant) is given by 
which becomes 
V(U +uw - V2uoX) = 0 
and hence, since V = 0 corresponds only to the singularity r = 0 
(1 + u5)T - 2uoX - (1 - u5)Z = o. 
These surfaces are a family of null hyperplanes whose orientation varies for different 
values of uo. Putting 
. 2uo 
sma= 1 2' 
+uo 
or equivalently a Uo = tan-, 
2 
the corresponding null normal NI' is given using coordinates (T, X, Y, Z) by 
NI' = (l,-sina,O,-cosa). 
The fact that the hyperplanes are tangent to the the null cone T2 - X2 - y2 = 0 
can be shown as follows. The hyperplanes are given by 
T - X sin a - Z cos a = 0 
The surfaces 
touch the planes when X = Ztana. The gradient to the surfaces is given by 
(-2T,2X,0,2Z) 
which at this point becomes proportional to (1, - sin a, 0, - cos a) and hence par-
allel to the normal to the hyperplanes. This clearly demonstrates that, at any 
time, successive wave surfaces u = Uo are rotated about the Y axis as Uo increases 
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from -00 to +00 (or as a goes from -7r to +7r). The rotation of these planes for 
different values of Uo is consistent with the non-zero value of the spin coefficient 
T for these metrics, since T may be interpreted geometrically as a rotation of the 
congruence rays about some axis. 
For all of this family of solutions, it can be seen that the curvature tensor 
components 1J!3, 1J!4 and 1>22 become infinite when (+;: = 0 (or x = 0 in the 
above notation). When this is the case, TO is also infinite. In the background 
Minkowski space-time, this singularity occurs on the hypersurface given by (4.77). 
By substituting the equation for the wave surface into (4.77) it is seen that: 
X cos a = Zsina, 
from which it may be seen that each wave surface touches this cylinder on the line 
x = Tsina Z = Tcosa. 
Thus, the singularity on the expanding cylinder (4.77) can be interpreted as the 
caustic formed from the envelope of the family of wave surfaces. As stated in 
section 4.3.3, for this family of solutions the scalar polynomial invariants all vanish 
and hence the singularity which occurs when ( + ;: = 0 cannot be a polynomial 
curvature singularity. However, since some of the Riemann tensor components 
diverge at (+;: = 0, it is not simply a quasi-regular singularity, as was the case 
in [15], and hence an observer approaching the singularity will feel unbounded 
tidal forces. 
In terms of the global nature of this solution, it may be noted that no wave 
surfaces pass through points which are inside the expanding cylinder (4.77). The 
coordinates used in (4.24) do not cover this part of the space-time. On the other 
hand, it may also be observed that two plane wave surfaces tangent to the cylinder 
pass through each point outside the cylinder. However, this degeneracy must 
be excluded according to the assumption that the tangent vector Cl' is unique. 
The complete family of wave surfaces should therefore be taken as the family of 
half-planes for which x > O. These are illustrated in figure 4.l. 
The geometry of these wave surfaces in the background Minkowski space-time 
is exactly the same as that of the pure radiation conformally fiat case described in 
[15] and hence what would be felt by an observer outside the cylindrical envelope 
would be a gravitational wave whose direction of propagation appeared to rotate, 
until he was reached by the singularity itself. Because the singularity is not quasi-
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"0= I 
a = nl2 
x 
uo=oo uo =-oo 
a=n; u=- Jt 
T 
•• > Z 
"0=- I 
a=-nI2 
Figure 4.1: T he geometry or t he wave surfaces in the background Minkowski space-
t ime. 
(Left) For constant T and Y , the wave sur races u = Uo = const. can be represented as 
a ramily or half-lines at a perpendicular distance T rrom an origin as indicated. The 
envelope or t he lines rorms a circle corresponding to the coordinate singularity at x = o. 
As T increases, the circle expands and each wave surface propagates perpendicular to 
the tangent to t hat surrace. 
(Right) The hall~ plrul e wave surraces rue tangent to a 2-d imensional null cone on which 
x = O. T he picture illustrates the singularity and a s ingle wave surrace in a section wit h 
constant Y. 
regular it is not possible in t hi s case to smoothly extend the solution inside the 
expanding cylinder. 
Finally, it may be noted that t he complete so lu t ion is t ime-symmet ri c, so t hat 
t he envelope of wave surfaces is properly a cylinder whose rad ius decreases to zero 
at the speed of light and t hen increases. 
4.5.3 General approach to the transforms for case 1 and 
case 2 with A i- 0 
We have seen in (4. 75) that t he constant curvature background for t he type HI and 
N so lu tions of Kundt's class wit h a non-zero cosmological const ant is descr ibed by 
the line element: 
ds2 = 2 (~) 2 dudv _ 2(T07 0 + 1\ ) (~) 4 v2du 2 _ 2P- 2d( d( 
We need to calculate T OTO + 1\ for t he separate forms of T O given by (4.37) and 
(4 .38), insert t hem into (4.75) and then find the transformation which relate the 
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resulting metrics to the familiar conformally flat form of the de Sitter and anti-de 
Sitter solutions: 
ds2 = 2dUdV - 2d1Jdi] 
(1 + A(1J1J - UV))2' (4.78) 
At this point, it is convenient to recall that the de Sitter and anti-de Sitter spaces 
can be represented by four-dimensional hyperboloids: 
Z 2 Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2 2 o - 1 - 2 - 3 - c: 4 = -c:a , (4.79) 
(with c: = 1 for de-Sitter, c: = -1 for anti-de Sitter and a2 = 1/(2c:A)) embedded 
in a 5-dimensional Minkowski space: 
ds2 = dZg - dZ; - dZ~ - dzi - c:dzi. (4.80) 
The transformation between (4.78) and (4.80) may then be obtained by putting: 
and hence the task now is to find the transformation from (4.80) to (4.75), Le. the 
dependence of the Zj on u, v, ( and (. We assume that the Zj are of the form: 
Q 
Zo= p(o:+.6), Q Zl = p(o: - {3), 
If we assume further that: 
v 
{3 = 28' 
1+8uv 
'"( = yTYI' 
then the line element (4.80) becomes: 
ds2 = -du2 [(~) 2 8v2] _d(2 [(~) ~( (~) + Z~,( + Zi,,] _d(2 [(~)~, (~) + Z~" + z~,,] 
-dudv [-2 (~) 2] -d(d( [ (~),( (~)" (-4{30: + '"(2) + 2(Z2,(Z2,,) + 2(Z3,(Z3,()] 
(4.81) 
and it remains to specify 8, Z2 and Z3 to match the metric functions in (4.75). 
For example, consider case 1. Choosing 8 = 2A and 
Z - (+( 
2 - .,f2p' 
results in the metric (4.78) becoming: 
ds2 = 2(~)2dUdV _ 2Av2(~?du2 _ 2~~( 
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which is equivalent to (4.75) with TO = J:~k 
Having outlined the approach to obtaining transformations between standard 
Cartesian and Kundt coordinates, in the next two sections we will merely state 
the parametrizations required for cases 2 and 1 respectively . These will then be 
used to consider wave surfaces, singularities and global effects. In section 4.5.6 we 
consider case 3 solutions and outline an approach to finding the transformation 
required in that case. 
4.5.4 The de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds for 
case 2 solutions 
We next consider the Case 2 solutions in which A f= 0 and TO has the canonical form 
(4.38), i.e. TO = (I,:f) with P = (1 + A((), Q = «( + (). Thus TOrO + A = ~ 
and (4.75) becomes: 
ds2 = 2du [(~) 2 dv _ (~) 2 V 2dU] _ 2P-2d(d( (4.82) 
In this case, the required transformation relating the two forms of the metric (4.78) 
and (4.82) is: 
u = u(1+ uv)«( + () 
f ' 
V= v«(+()+A((_l 
f ' 
(+ «( + ()uv 
71= f 
where 
f = 1 - Au(l + uv)«( + (). 
(Note that this reduces to the correct Minkows14 limit, see section 4.5.2) 
Again, using the parameterization of de Sitter space as a four-dimensional 
hyperboloid (4.79) embedded in a five-dimensional Minkowski space (4.80), the 
two forms of the metric (4.82) and (4.80) are related by the transformation: 
Zo = 2~(v + 2u + 2u2v) 
ZJ = ~(v - 2u - 2u2v) 2P 
Z2 = ;;p(l + 2uv) 
Z3 = J!.. 
P 
Z4 = a(2-P) 
P 
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1 Z2 - J-Z02 + Z J2 + Z22 
U = ±-..,f2-2 -=----'---=z"=o -+--:Z::-J-=---=-
v = ±_1_ Zo + ZJ 
..,f2 J _Z02 + Z12 + Z22 
2aJea2 - Z32 - r::Z42 
x = ±--''-----:':---=-
a+Z4 
Y= 
2aZ3 
a+Z4 
(4.83) 
It is clear that the singularity which occurs when <= + ( = 0 (or x = 0) is, in 
this case, located on 
Inserting this into (4.79) gives: 
For the de Sitter background (for which e = 1), these two equations represent an 
expanding torus. The sections in the Z1Z2 plane are circles which are expanding 
at the speed of light with the time coordinate Zo, and sections in the Z3Z4 plane 
are circles of constant circumference 21l'a which may be considered to be the cir-
cumference of the universe. This interpretation is consistent with the expanding 
cylinder described above in Minkowski space, since we would expect the cylinder 
to become a torus in the closed de Sitter space. For the anti-de Sitter background 
(e = -1), however, the singularity is located on an expanding hyperboloid in 
which the sections in the Z1Z2 plane are again circles which are expanding at the 
speed of light with the time coordinate Zo, but sections in the Z3, Z4 plane are 
now hyperbolae. Again, this is the negative curvature equivalent of the expanding 
cylinder which applies for zero curvature. 
The formula for u in (4.83) can be seen to be the solution to a quadratic 
equation. Hence, for both cases, it can be seen that the wave surfaces u = Uo are 
given in this five-dimensional representation by the intersection of the hyperboloid. 
(4.79) with the plane 
(1 + 2u~)Zo - (1 - 2U~)ZI 'f 2V2 Uo Z2 = O. 
P tt' . ±2,/2un 1-2"g th' b u mg sm a = ~,cos a = 1+2"0' IS ecomes 
cosaZl +sinaZ2 = Zoo 
These are a family of planes which rotate relative to each other in the Zb Z2 plane. 
They cut the four-dimensional hyperboloid at 
Clearly, for the de Sitter background (e = 1), the intersections representing 
the wave surfaces are a family of spheres with constant area 41l'a2 • Moreover, the 
equation of the hyperplane shows that: 
Z~ = cos2 a zi + 2sinacosCt ZI Z2 + sin2 a zi 
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a nd combining this with the equation of t he torus we obtain: 
sin CtZl - COSCtZ2 = 0 and 
l-l nce t he plane cuts a re clearly tangent to the expanding torus, so that the sin-
gula ri ty can aga in be interpr t d as a caustic formed from t he envelop of wave 
surface. Again , since two spheres pass t hrough each point within t he region 
covered by t hese coordin ate and degeneracy is prohibi ted , it is appropriate to 
restrict the family of wave m·faces to t he hemispheres on which x :::: 0, t he bound-
ary being located on the expanding torus. T he sit uation is obviously again t he 
posit ive curvature equ ivalent of the half-pl ane wave surfaces for the Kund t wave 
in a Minkowski background . The hem i-spheri cal wave surfaces are illustrated in 
fi gure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2: With Zo interpreted as a t ime coordinate, the hyperboloid representing the 
de Sitter uni verse in 5D Minkowski space ca n be viewed as an expanding hypersphere. 
Using Z1, Z2, Z3 coordinates (Z3 being the symmetry ax is) with Z4 = 0, t he expanding 
3-sphere of the un iverse reduces to an expanding 2-sphere. T his fi gure shows those 
portions of the de Sitter uni verse covered by the coordinates of (4.83) for tlll·ee values of 
Zoo The wave surfaces u = Uo are represented here by semicircles of constant rad ius a 
which are all tangent to the two expanding circles at Z3 = ±a which are the Z. = 0-
sections of t he expanding torus which corresponds to the singularity x = O. It can be 
seen t hat the wave surfaces cover a decreasing portion of each successive 2-sphere. 
(Not ice t hat t he view along the aXIs corresponds to the first picture in fi g-
ure 4. 1.) 
For t he ant i-de Sitter background , t he wave surfaces a re hyperboloidal. T he 
ingularity to which t hey are tangent can again be interpreted as an envelope of 
wave surfaces. Also , for the same reasons of degeneracy as before, it is appropriate 
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to take the wave surfaces as the family of semi-infinite hyperboloids on which 
x 2: 0, once again generalising the half-planes of the Minkowski background. For 
this case (A < 0), an additional apparent singularity occurs when P = 0, Le. when 
(( = 1/(-11.) which clearly corresponds to anti-de Sitter infinity. 
4.5.5 The de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds for 
case 1 solutions 
Let us now consider the case 1 solutions in which A =f 0 and TO has the canonical 
form (4.37), Le. TO = l':~~(" In this case, putting r = (Q2/P2)V (with Q = 
1 - A((), the background line element (4.75) becomes: 
Q2 2 
ds2 = 2 p2 (dudv - Av2 du2) - p2 d( de. 
We have already seen in section 4.5.3 that in tIiis case the appropriate parametriza-
tion is given by 
Zo= fl (u+v+Au2v) 
y2P 
Zl = fl (u-v+Au2v) 
y2P 
Z2+iZ3 = V2~ 
Q 
Z4 = a p(l + 2Auv) 
_ In c:(Z4 - ~-c:Z02 + c:Z12 + Z42) 
u- y2a Z Z 
0- 1 
a Zo- Zl 
V= 
.,f2 ~-c:Z02 +c:Z12 + Z42 
(= .,f2a(Z2 + iZ3) 
a + ~a2 - c:Z22 - c:Z32 
(4.84) 
For the case in which A > 0 (c: = 1), it can be seen that the wave surfaces 
u = uo, are given by : 
i.e. identical to those for case 2 with A > 0, but with the roles of Z2 and Z4 
interchanged and with Zl replaced by -Zl. (For this de Sitter background, Z2 
and Z4 are both spacelike coordinates and their interchange is unimportant.) This 
result is consistent with the observation in section 4.4.1 that these two cases are 
equivalent for a positive cosmological constant. The wave surfaces are therefore 
a family of helnispheres of common constant area 47ra2 which are tangent to the 
expanding torus 
and 
For A > 0 it can be seen that: 
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and hence equals zero if and only if a2-Z22-Z32 = O. Hence the torus corresponds 
to the coordinate singularity 1- A(( = O. 
For A > 0 the background universe is closed, and the analogues of the plane 
wave surfaces which occur in a Minkowski background are again spherical wave 
surfaces of equal constant area 47ra2. These spherical surfaces must clearly intersect 
each other. So it is not surprising that it is appropriate once again to restrict them 
to hemispheres as illustrated in figure 4.2 in different coordinates. 
Now consider the case for which A < O. In this case, the wave surfaces u = Uo 
are now given in this five-dimensional representation by the intersection of the 
hyperboloid (4.79) with e = -1 with the hyperplane 
By analogy with section 4.5.4, we may put: 
_fl.!!o. 2 
sin a = a 2 , 
1 + .!'JL 2a2 
1-~ 
cos a = 2.2 , 1+~ 
this becomes 
Zl + cos a Zo + sin a Z4 = O. 
(Note that, in contrast to the previous section, the definition of a involves the 
parameter a as a result of Q being dimensionless in this case). This corresponds 
to a family of planes which are rotated relative to each other in the section of the 
timelike coordinates (Zo, Z4). These planes intersect the four-hyperboloid such 
that: 
and hence parametrize the complete space-time. 
In this case, 
and hence carmot be zero. Thus there is no singularity. The apparent coordinate 
singularity that occurs in the metric when P = 1 + A( ( = 0 again corresponds to 
anti-de Sitter infinity. These space-times are generalisations of the p~waves and, 
for A < 0, the background universe is open and the analogue of the plane wave 
surfaces are hyperboloids which foliate the entire universe. 
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4.5.6 The anti-de Sitter background for case 3 solutions 
Next, let us consider the case 3 solutions in which A is necessarily negative, k = 0 
and 7° has the canonical form (4.42), i.e. 
70 = -J-A (1 + ..r-::x~) 
l+J-A( 
In this case, the line element (4.75) becomes: 
2 Q2 2d(d( 
ds = 2 p2 du dv - p2 . 
This must be the anti-de Sitter space which can be represented as the four-
dimensional hyperboloid (4.79) with I': = -1 embedded in a five-dimensional 
Minkowski space-time (4.80). 
The parameterization in this case is not of the general form seen before. The 
details of its derivation will not be given here, but some observations on the ap-
proach to the derivation will be given. It may be seen that the quantities dZi 2 
given in (4.80) may be written as : 
2 - 2 dZi = (Zi,'Udu + Zi,'Udv + Zi,,,d( + Zi,,,d() 
and the coefficient of, for example, dudv in 
(4.85) 
is clearly: 
(4.86) 
Now we may also use the equation of the hyperboloid representing anti-de Sitter 
space, namely: 
Z 2 Z2 Z2 Z2 z2 2 0- 1- 2- 3+ 4=a, 
and differentiate with respect to u and v to obtain: 
and hence it can be seen from (4.86) that the coefficient of dudv equals: 
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Thus, for example, only terms in the Zi of the form uv will contribute to the re-
quired coefficient of 2( Q2 / P2). It may be confirmed that the following parametriza-
tion satisfies this, and the other necessary equations for Case 3 solutions: 
(4.87) 
The wave surfaces u = const. are located on the intersection of the hyperboloid 
with the null hyperplane 
or, using 
sin a = a 2 , 1+~ 2a 
Zl + Zo + 2 tan (~) (Z2 + Z4) = o. 
The intersection of the hyperplane with the hyperboloid corresponds to: 
a
2 + zi + zi = zl- 4tan2 (~) (Z2 + Z4)2 - 4 tan (~) ZO(Z2 + Z4). (4.88) 
For this case 3, Q = (1 + v'-A()(1 + v-A(), and may be written in terms of the· 
Zi as: 
Q _ 4(Z2 + Z4)2 
- (a+Z2+Z4)2+Z32' 
This is zero, i.e. there is a singularity, for Z2 + Z4 = O. Inserting this into (4.88) 
gives: 
which has no solution for real Z3, and hence it can be seen that, in this case, the 
singularity does not correspond to an envelope of wave surfaces. The complete 
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family of these hyperboloidal wave surfaces foliate the entire background space-
time and, again, the apparent singularity at P = 0 simply corresponds to anti-
de Sitter infinity. The type N cases of these solutions have been described in detail 
by Siklos [51] and in [55], [56] in different coordinate systems. 
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4.6 Composite Kundt waves 
The solutions of type III with an aligned pure radiation field are determined by 
the two arbitrary functions HO((, (, u) and WO((, u), with P and TO taking certain 
specific canonical forms (4.37, 4.38, 4.42). However, the general form for TO (4.35) 
involves two arbitrary functions a(u) and b(u) which can always be reduced locally 
to give the canonical forms. 
Since k given by (4.39) is effectively a function of u (given explicitly in terms 
of the arbitrary functions a(u) and b(u)) we can also consider solutions in which 
the sign of k could change (for A < 0 at least) for different ranges of u. In such 
situations it is necessary to retain the possible u-dependence of the function TO 
given by (4.35). It is the purpose of this section to investigate this possibility 
that a wave solution of Kundt's class may change its canonical form for different 
ranges of the retarded time coordinate u. There are two aspects that need to be 
considered. First we will consider the local problem and investigate the continuity 
properties across junctions of different canonical types. Then we will consider the 
question of whether global solutions of Einstein's equations can be constructed in 
this way. 
The u derivative terms enter into the spin coefficients " 1/0 and n° This results 
in GO now becoming: 
(4.89) 
where Q = a(l-A(() +b( +b( and hence TO also becomes u-dependent. However, 
many terms involving TO cancel and the only curvature tensor component which 
alters because of such a u-dependence is the non-radial component of W4, namely 
by the inclusion of the term: 
(4.90) 
into (4.69) and hence the Cl requirement on Q to keep the metric continuous 
would also keep W 4 continuous. However, a step or impulse in the curvature tensor 
components would arise if a( u) or b( u) were CO or discontinuous respectively. 
For a composite function, we could take b( u) as, say, zero outside the region 
[-j, j] and equal to cos2(u) inside the region [-j, j], with a(u) having the inverse 
behaviour. In other words, we could construct composite spacetimes in the same 
way as we did sandwich Robinson-Trautman waves. For example, for the simplest 
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case of A = 0, this would define regions in which the waves were parallel waves for 
a period, then became rotating Kundt waves for u E [-~,~], then became parallel 
again. 
We have seen in section 4.4.1 that when A is greater than zero then k is also 
greater than zero and there is no distinction between the various canonical types. 
When A is zero we have seen above that it is possible to consider. functions in 
which b, and hence k, is non-zero over some range and zero elsewhere. 
For the case A < 0, consider the functions: 
b= {
Fli.a 
v-Aa! cosh(u) 
for u < 0 
for u:::: 0 
This form of b is clearly Cl as required, and goes to zero at infinity. This gives 
k = 0 (case 3) for u < 0 and k < 0 (case 1) for u > O. The wave surfaces in the 
two cases, using the relation 
are given by: 
and 
sin a = 2 , 
1 + -""-2a' 
ZI + cos aZo + sin aZ4 = 0 
(k = 0) 
(k < 0). 
The hyperplanes intersect the hyperboloid 
such that (4.88): 
and 
a2 + Z2 + Z2 +Z2 - Z2 + Z2 I 2 3- 0 4 
(k < 0) 
(k = 0) 
These wave surfaces clearly merge continously when Uo = 0 = a (it has been 
assumed that these hyperboloidal wave surfaces are free of "self-intersection" in 
the regions u < 0 and u > 0). Although the foliations for case 1 (k < 0) are clearly 
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null cones, those for the case 3 waves are less clear and hence this may not be a 
vaild global foliation. 
As regards other composite solutions, the hyperplane for case 2 solutions is 
given by: 
Zo = Zj cos et + Z2 sin et 
It may thus be seen that the intersection with the anti-de Sitter hyperboloid is, in 
this case, given by: 
and hence would also meet the junction continuity condition, even though the 
hyperplane at et = 0 is given by Zo = Zj as opposed to Zo = -Zj for cases 1 and 
3. 
Shock and impulsive Kundt waves. 
It was seen in [7] that a particular sandwich of the following form: 
f I-ab 
g(u) = l ~-a(b-u) for u < 0 for 0 ::; u ::; b 
for u > b 
(4.91) 
where g'(u) occurs in the metric and in 1¥4, and a and b are positive constants, 
could be used to obtain a shock Robinson-Trautman solution. Furthermore, by 
allowing b to tend to zero while keeping ab finite, an impulsive wave solution could 
also be obtained. By analogy, with Kundt waves we can see from (4.89) and (4.90) 
and 
that similar results can be obtained if we specify the Q(u) dependence to be the 
same as that of g(u) in (4.91). 
There is, however, a restriction on Q such that impulses in Q are not allowed. 
This is because (4.35) and (4.36) show that T° depends on Q and T° clearly occurs 
in a product term in H. Thus, an impulse in Q would result in a square of delta 
functions arising in H, which is forbidden. 
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Chapter 5 
Conel us ions 
We have seen that algebraically special solutions of Einstein's equations having a 
repeated principal null direction which is aligned with an expanding, shear-free and 
twist-free null geodesic congruence (the Robinson-Trautman solutions) are well-
known, although their physical interpretation is known only for a few very special 
cases (e.g. Schwarzschild). An attempt has been made in this thesis to clarify the 
physical meaning of the type N solutions of this class. Some physical aspects of 
these solutions, which can be classified in terms the cosmological constant A and 
the Gaussian curvature 2€ of particular privileged (constant curvature) spatial 
sections, have been investigated previously using an analysis of geodesic deviation. 
However, in chapter 3 of this thesis the weak field limit of these solutions, in which 
the metric approaches the background Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter space-
times, has been studied. In this way, it was seen to be possible to separate physical 
and coordinate effects and hence analyse exactly the geometrical properties of the 
wave surfaces and the locations of any singularities which appear in the metric. It 
has been found that the wave surfaces are always (hemi-)spherical, with successive 
surfaces displaced along time-like, space-like or null lines, depending on €. 
Next, we considered a particular family of exact sandwich wave solutions. Since 
these again propagate in Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter backgrounds, the 
geometry of the wavefronts could again be analysed completely. In particular, 
some sandwich wave solutions of this type were interpreted in terms of snapping 
and decaying cosmic strings in the corresponding backgrounds. One simple case 
of this was briefly presented in [7], but the full family of such solutions in different 
backgrounds and for different families of wave surfaces and profiles has been de-
scribed here and published in [16]. Next, spherical impulsive gravitational waves 
in backgrounds of constant curvature were considered. These solutions are well 
known and can be constructed by various methods in all of the above backgrounds. 
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It has sometimes been argued, however, that these solutions cannot be considered 
as impulsive Robinson-Trautman solutions, as they would involve the square of 
the delta function in the metric when written in Garcfa-Plebanski coordinates. 
Nevertheless, it has recently been demonstrated that these limits are indeed rea-
sonable and in chapter 3 we were able to obtain the the impulsive limits of the 
sandwich waves explicitly and hence confirm this conjecture. 
In chapter 4, the complete family of space-times with a non-expanding, shear-
free, twist-free, geodesic principal null congruence (Kundt waves) has been pre-
sented. They are of algebraic type III with a possibly non-zero cosmological 
constant (Ac). A possible aligned pure radiation field was also assumed. This 
class, which is characterised by the fact that it possesses a repeated principal 
null geodesic congruence which has zero expansion, twist and shear, is the non-
expanding equivalent ofthe expanding Robinson-Trautman solutions discussed in 
chapter 3. These space-times generalise the known vacuum solutions of type N 
with arbitrary Ac and type III with Ac = O. It was shown that there are two, one 
and three distinct classes of solutions when Ac is respectively zero, positive and 
negative. In the course of this analysis, a new family of type N solutions for which 
the cosmological constant is necessarily non-zero has also been presented. 
Finally, these type III space-times have been interpreted physically, at least in 
the weak field limit, in a similar way to the approach of chapter 3. This interpre-
tation clearly also relates to the analysis of the conformally-flat case given in [15]. 
In the present case, however, the non-zero cosmological constant complicates the 
analysis. Finally, some aspects of composite waves involving different canonical 
solutions in combination have been studied. The singularities which occur in these 
space-times have been interpreted in terms of envelopes of these wave surfaces. 
Again, by considering functions of the retarded time which span different canon-
ical types, sandwich waves have also been studied. The limiting cases of these, 
giving rise to shock or impulsive waves, were also considered. 
Although it is hoped that this work, particularly that on the non-expanding 
waves, "fills a gap" in the literature in the sense that it generalises the type III 
solutions with zero A and the type N with non-zero A, there is much scope for 
future development. On the physical side, it would be interesting to assess the 
latest thinking on the "true" value, and sign, of the cosmological constant. Recent 
astronomical observations have suggested that the universe is expanding at an 
ever-accelerating rate and cosmologists are attributing this to an intrinsic "cosmic 
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repulsion" of space. In our notation, equation (2.1), together with the energy-
momentum tensor of a perfect fluid given by Tl'v = (p+ p)ul'UV - P91'v, shows that 
"cosmic repulsion" , or negative pressure, corresponds to positive A. On the other 
hand, theoretical studies into the effect of A on cosmic censorship [57] suggest that 
it should be non-positive, so it would be very interesting to try and reconcile these 
current opinions. Also on the physical side, it would be interesting to assess the 
progress on relating the Robinson-Trautman and Kundt solutions to physically-
meaningful matter distributions. Clearly, there appears to be more scope for 
this in connection with the Robinson-Trautman solutions because of their rich 
singularity structure and the fact that they reduce in certain circumstances to the 
Schwarzschild solution. 
On the mathematical side, it would be very interesting to study the derivation 
of the transformations used to obtain the wave surfaces in the physical interpre-
tation sections above, in particular whether a generic approach could be taken to 
generating these. In this same connection, it would be useful to find a coordinate 
system in which metrics describing shock and impulsive components were given 
in an explicitly continuous form. Also, the simple approach at the end of section 
3.5, whereby the (anti-)de Sitter analysis can be related back to the Minkowski 
background, would be interesting to study and possibly extend. 
Finally, in this thesis we have derived (or stated, for the RT case) metrics 
appropriate to situations of zero and non-zero expansion. Interestingly, inclusion of 
a non-zero A results in both cases in the addition a term -2Ar2du2 to the metrics, 
but we have seen that the derivation in the zero-expansion case is considerably 
more complicated than in the non-zero case. It would be interesting to know 
why this is so. In addition, could it be possible to derive the zero expansion case 
directly, in some way as a "limit" of the expanding solution? There may be some 
scope in the integration of the radial Ricci equation for the expansion p for the 
introduction of an arbitrary function. For example, integration of equation (2.2) 
may be expressed as: 
1 
p= -r+c 
Normally in the derivation of the RT metric, the "constant" of integration, c 
is removed by shifting the origin of the affine parameter. However, it might be 
possible to include it and consider the limit as c tends to infinity. Furthermore, we 
have seen that combinations of conformally-flat and non-conformally-flat regions 
(sandwich waves) and combinations of waves of different canonical types (compos-
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ite waves) can be achieved. In a similar way, it might be possible to somehow 
specify c as an arbitrary function c( u) such that the expansion of the congru-
ence varies between zero and non-zero (Le. c varying between infinity and zero). 
Such a situation arises, for example, in the focusing of a parallel congruence by an 
opposing electromagnetic wave. 
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Appendix A 
Tetrad transformations 
Let us first consider the tetrad transformation 
This corresponds to a spatial rotation in the tetrad frame. It produces the following 
transformations in the spin coefficients: 
p 
- Rp, 
u - Re2iSu, 
f - eiSr, 
K, 
- R2eiS K., 
J1, - R-1 J1" 
>. - R-1e-2iS >., 
7r - e-iSrr, 
it - R-2 -is e v, 
l i 1 - RE+ 'iRDS + 'iDR, 
a - e-iS(a + ~8S + ~WI8R), 
jj 
- eiS(f3 + ~SS + ~WISR), 
.:y 
-
R-1'Y + lR-1t:.S + lR-2t:.R 2 2 
Now consider a null rotation of the tetrad: 
TiP = n'" + Tml' + TfflP + TTe'" 
With this null rotation, the spin coefficients transform as: 
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p 
- p+T"" 
a 
- u + T"" 
r - r+Tp+Tu+TT"" 
r. - "', 
l 
- E+T"" 
a - -2 - a+T(p+E)+T "', 
i3 - /3 + TE + Tu + TT"" 
- - -2-2 , 
- ,+Ta+T(/3+r)+TT(p+€)+T u+TT"" 
ji, 
-
J.! +T7f + 2T/3+ 2TTE + T 2u + TY",+ 8T +TDT, 
>. 
- ..\ +T(7f + 2a) + T2(p+ 2E) + 'Y", + 8T + TDT, 
1r - -2 -
- 7f+2TE+T ",+DT, 
v - - -2 -2 
- 11 + TA + T(J.! + 2,) + TT(7f + 2a) + T (r + 2/3) + TT (p + 2€) 
+T3U + TT3", + f:j.T + T8T + T8T +TTDT 
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Appendix B 
Coordinate freedoms 
The coordinate transformations preserving the form of the line element 
ds2 = 2du(dr + Hdu + Wd( + Wd() - 2d(d( 
(Le for Kundt waves with A = 0) are [3]: 
U f---t ii. = u, r I-----t r = r, (0---> ( = i(u, () 
H H- H Wi,u W- /, .. i i-0---> = - -i - i- _ - ,u ,u, 
,{ " 
- W -
Wo---> W = -i + i,u, 
" 
and 
U 1----+ it = u, r 0---> r = r + R(u, (, (), 
H 0---> H = H - R,u , 
and finally 
U 0---> U = h(u), 
_ r 
r 1---+ r =-, 
h,u 
W 0---> W = W - R" 
- W Wo--->W=-h,,, 
(B.l) 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
The above standard transforms for P=1 need to be altered for Kundt waves 
with A =J 0 (4.3): 
ds2 = 2du{dr + Hdu + Wd( + Wd() - ;2d(d( 
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The Transformation B.l 
U 1--+ U = u, r 1--+ r = T, 
implies: 
Hence 
ds2 = 2du[dr + Hdu + W(f,,,du + /,(d() + WU:"du + 1.<d() 
2 -2 - - ---
- p2 [I,,,I,,,du + I,d"d(d( + I,,,J,i;dud( + I,,,I,(dud(] 
= 2dudr + 2du2 (H - I,.J,,, + Wf + WI- ) p2 ,u ,u 
+2dud( (W f' - 1.':.I,() + 2dud( (W I> - 1,':.1.<) - ~ f,l>d(d( 
" p2 " p2 p2 " " 
This has the same form as (4.3) if: 
p 
p -
vI,d, 
W _ Wf _ 1.':.1,( 
,( p2 
Hence, finally: 
and 
p= pvI,d, 
- W f-
W= -+ .:." 1,( p2 
H = H _ W I,,, _ W J,,, _ I,.J,,, 
1,( J,i; p2 
In particular, the transformation: 
(=1= _ij+p(, 
p-Aq( (B.4) 
leaves the component 2P-2d(d( invariant, but induces the following changes in 
Wand TO: 
W ...... Hr = (p - Aq()2 [wo + m + in( + Am(2] 
pp+Aqq P2' 
-0 _ (p - Aij() 0 
T - p-Aq( T, 
where 
m = (pq,u - qp,,,) 
pfi+Aqij , 
(- - +A- A - ) . PP,u - PP,,, qq,u - qq,u 
n=z . 
pp + Aqij 
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The Transformation B.2 
U 1-----+ U = u, r >-+ l' = r+R(u,(,(), 
implies: 
and hence: 
H=H+R,u 
and 
W=W+R,(. 
This latter result implies: 
Le. 
Similarly: 
implies: 
2fO(r + R) W 2ror Wo R P + o=p+ _ .,( 
- 2foR Wo = Wo - R, - -_ 
" p 
Comparing coefficients of r we have: 
W•o Wo R 2T
o
R 
= - '(-P-' 
GO = GO + (TOTO + A)R, 
HO = HO - (TOTO + A)R2 - 2Go R - R,u 
The Transformation B.3 
implies: 
u >-+ U = h(u), 
OU du - -du=h du OU ,u 
_ r 
r>-+r= h' 
". 
d1' - -du + -dr = -r -'- du + -01' 01' (h uu) dr 
OU or h~ h,u 
ds2 - 2h,udu (~,: - r~rdU+ Hh,udu+ Wd( + Wd() 
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implies 
and 
- w w--
- h,u 
H h,uu H= --2 +r h 3 
h ,u ,u 
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Appendix C 
Setting W,( + W,( O. 
The equation to be solved is: 
2AX P 0-
X,(C + p2 = 2Q (w:, + W:C) 
We look for a particular solution of this equation of the form: 
P P-
X - 2 ,(fL + - - 2 l.fL part - fL,( - P fL,( - P 
(note that JL here is not to be confused with the spin coefficient, but is a general 
function of <: and ,.) 
Putting Xpart = Xl +Xb this means that Xl = fL,( - 2 Pf/' satisfies: 
X 2AXl P ( 0 W-0) 1,(,+ p2 = 4Q W,(+ ,( 
Now, 
( p,(fL) [Pc (p,C)] Xl" = fL,C' - 2 P _ = fL,C' - 2 fLl. P + fL P _ ~ ,C 
Therefore, 
and hence 
and fL satisfies: 
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Hence 
and thus: 
This finally results in: 
p = j d(p2 j P-2d( j ~(W,~ + W,'()d( 
To obtain p,( and hence X part we need to differentiate under the integral sign 
in this formula for p. Since we are differentiating with respect to (, we can ignore 
the first integral and hence obtain: 
Le 
_2P'( jd(P2jp-2d(j ~(W'1. + lVO)d( 
P 4Q'('( 
The other part of the particular solution which we require, Xl> is given by: 
_2P', jd(P2jp-2d(j ~(W'1.+ lVO)d( p 4Q'('( 
This results in finally the real R which is required to put W,~ + w" = 0: 
Q -R= p(Xl+Xl ) 
where Xl and Xl are given above. 
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